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Abstract
In discourse, cohesion is a required component of meaningful and well organised text.
It establishes the relationship between different elements in the text using a number of
devices such as pronouns, determiners, and conjunctions.
In translation a well translated document will display the correct cohesion and use of
cohesive devices that are pertinent to the language. However, not all languages have the
same cohesive devices or use them in the same way. In statistical machine translation
this is a particular barrier to generating smooth translations, especially when sentences in
parallel corpora are being treated in isolation and no extra meaning or cohesive context is
provided beyond the sentential level.
In this thesis, focussing on Chinese1 and English as the language pair, we examine
discourse cohesion in statistical machine translation looking at ways that systems can
leverage discourse cues and signals in order to produce smoother translations. We also
provide a statistical model that improves translation output by adding additional tokens
within text that can be used to leverage extra information.
A significant part of this research involved visualising many of the results and system
outputs, and so an overview of two important pieces of visualisation software that we
developed is also included.
1For this thesis Chinese means the primary language spoken in mainland China.
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“The original is unfaithful to the translation”
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
With the world becoming more globalised and interconnected there is an ever increasing
need for translation and interpreting services. Demands for these services are high in
many areas such as politics, business, security, and electronics, to name a few. To meet
these demands there is a reliance on Machine Translation (MT).
With vast improvements being made to MT in recent years it has become an inte-
gral part of translation services, helping translators to improve their performance through
better quality automated translations that require fewer post-processing steps.
This research comes at a time when progress in MT has been significant and there has
been a gradual move away from Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) (the main focus of
this thesis) and toward Neural Machine Translation (NMT). At the time of writing SMT
was still a well used paradigm, but NMT was gaining traction as the technology improved
and access to the requisite Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) became easier.
However, despite the improvements in SMT and new technologies being embraced,
translation quality is still often far from perfect. This is due to many reasons such as:
corpus quality and availability, lack of context or small context windows with sentences
and words commonly being treated in isolation, and divergence between language usage,
to name just a few. One particular problem with respect to MT, and the target of this
thesis, is around discourse cohesion (e.g. discourse relations and discourse connectives).
A more in depth review of grammar related to cohesion of text is provided in Chapter
3. However, in Section 1.1 we outline the underlying problems that the usage and spread
1
of cohesive devices across languages can cause for leading SMT systems.
1.1 The Problem
When learning a new language, learners often have first language interference, where,
for example, the grammatical or part-of-speech (POS) differences between the native lan-
guage or ‘mother tongue’ and the new language cause confusion or ‘interference’ for the
speaker.
When it comes to MT these differences between languages are a particular problem.
For example, languages such as Chinese and Japanese have no article systems and cause
a great deal of difficulty when being translated into English (Swan and Smith, 2004).
Despite substantial improvements in both SMT (and NMT), which have enhanced the
accuracy of automated translations, MT systems are still unable to deliver human quality
translations in many cases. The problem is especially prominent with complex composite
sentences and distant language pairs.
Rather than considering larger discourse segments as a whole, SMT systems in par-
ticular focus on the translation of single sentences independently, and clauses tend to be
treated in isolation. This leads to a loss of contextual information and little or no recogni-
tion of inference.
However, texts and discourse in natural language do not normally consist of isolated
chunks. They are more commonly made up of connected sentences, which in turn contain
clauses within them to create a unified whole; in other words a collection of meaningful
sentences, which have a particular communicative purpose. Here the reference to ‘con-
nected’ and ‘meaningful’ highlights that serious discourse is expected to be both cohesive
and coherent (Clark et al., 2013).
Discourse Markers (DMs), for example, are viewed as essential contextual links be-
tween the various discourse segments. Despite the fundamental role DMs have in terms
of lexical cohesion, SMT systems often do not explicitly address DM constructions and
the way they work. This therefore can result is translations that often lack the cohesive
cues otherwise provided in normal texts.
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In addition, elements such as DMs are routinely translated into the target language in
a myriad of ways that differ from how they are used in the source language (Hardmeier,
2012; Meyer and Webber, 2013). Furthermore, it has been shown that single DMs can
actually signal a variety of discourse relations depending on their location and frequency
and current SMT systems are unable to adequately recognise or distinguish between each
during the translation process (Hajlaoui and Popescu-Belis, 2013).
So far this discussion has assumed that the devices are usually explicit across lan-
guages, where this is indeed not the case. Both English and Chinese make use of explicit
and implicit markers in many situations, with the much greater challenge coming from
tackling implicit DMs, which in turn leads to implicit discourse relations. In Chinese es-
pecially, there is an abundance of implicit discourse relations, much more than in English,
that occur both within sentences as well as across wider discourse segments (Yung, 2014).
A typical Chinese sentence is given in Example 1, along with a literal translation and a
given corpus (BTEC) translation:
(1) 如果考尔曼2 先生不在,我可以见其他负责人[吗] ? (Chinese)
if Coleman mr not in, I can see another responsible person [question particle]?
(Literal)
if mr. coleman is out , then may I see another person in charge ?
(BTEC translation)
Comparing the literal translation with the given translation, it is clear that the ‘then’ con-
dition is implicit in the Chinese sentence, but has been made explicit in the English.
Inputting the Chinese sentence into Google Translate, produces the following translation:
(2) ‘Mr. Colman3 if not, I can see the other person in charge of it?’
(Google - SMT Version - 2016)
2The three characters考尔曼are pronounced as kao-er-man (written in pinyin), a phonetic representa-
tion of Coleman/Colman.
3Google spells Coleman as Colman in this case.
3
The output from Google remains fairly close to the given literal translation (even with the
name), but is nowhere near as smooth as the corpus translation. It completely misses the
‘if - then’ relation.
This shows that even at the sentence level there exists a local context, which produces
dependencies between certain words (e.g links between clauses). The cohesion informa-
tion within the sentence can hold vital clues and so it is important to try to capture this
information. As such we contend that this ‘contextual’ information, in the very least,
could be used to guide translations in order to improve accuracy.
Another example (see Chapter 5, Example 11) is given in Example 3:
(3) 他因为病了,没来上课。
The literal translation of this sentence is: he because ill, not come class.
From the literal translation it can be seen that the pronoun for he (他) is only needed
once in the Chinese, and after that, since the person has been established, there is enough
information from the context to have a full and complete meaningful sentence.
However, a typical English translation could be:
(4) because he was ill, he did not come to class.
In this case a second ‘he’ is required to make the sentence more fluid. For an SMT system
this relation can be difficult to spot as (amongst other things) each of the two segments
in the sentence (separated by the comma) may be treated in isolation. This is discussed
further in Chapter 5.
One further example as motivation is a short sentence (in Chinese) that actually carries
so much information and context:
(5) 她一学就会。
A literal translation for Example 5 is: she one study then can.
However, a literal translation loses so much of the function of this sentence as, in this case,
the characters一 and就 form part of a wider grammatical construct, which for brevity
we shall state is a ‘as soon as’ relationship. That is, ‘as soon as’ something happens then
something else happens as a result.
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A good translation of Example 5 could be:
(6) as soon as she studies it then she can do it.
In this English translation given in Example 6 there is a lot of information that has to be
extracted from the delicate relation of the five Chinese characters in order to generate a
smooth sentence. With SMT systems many existing models appear to focus on producing
well-translated localised sentence fragments, but often ignore the wider cohesion and
contextual clues or devices that fall within the sentence. While some developments in
SMT potentially allow the modelling of discourse information (Hardmeier et al., 2013),
limited resources have been dedicated to addressing many of the devices used. Despite
this, there has been some work towards including cohesion models, be it using lexical
chains or enhancing grammatical cohesion. It has been suggested that annotated corpora,
which hold discourse-connective information can be utilised for predicting implicitation
and eventually used to guide a discourse-aware SMT system (Yung, 2014).
In this work we explore some of the above ideas, and following a corpus analysis,
propose our own model for improving translation through marking discourse relations in
sentences.
1.2 Advances Through Neural Machine Translations
The absolute focus of this work is on SMT, but since, at the time of writing, there has been
a strong shift away from SMT and toward NMT it is important to note that NMT does
partially solve some of the expressed problems, although some issues do still remain.
Both Google Translate and Microsoft Bing Translator, two of the leading commercial
translation systems, now employ neural network technology for MT. It shows much im-
proved results over previous iterations and partially solves some of the problems we have
explored.
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For example,
(7) 他因为病了,没来上课。
is now translated as:
He didn’t come to class because he was ill. (Bing).
Previously using Bing the Chinese sentence in Example 7 was translated as:
he is ill, absent.
Clearly, the new version of Bing is much better, and can handle the relations in the
sentence. However, some sentences still offer a challenge, especially where a lot of infor-
mation is being inferred:
(8) 她一学就会。
This is translated as:
She will when she learns. (Bing)
She will learn as soon as she learns. (Google)
It appears that there is still a lot of information that needs to be extracted from the sen-
tence. With the translation from Google, despite the output being semantically meaning-
less and sounding somewhat snippy it does seem to be trying to address the ‘as soon as’
construct.
One final example is given here in Example 9 to highlight how the problems that we
are looking at for SMT still remain on some level for NMT as well.
(9) 怎么一吃火锅就拉肚子？
The literal translation for this sentence is: how once eat hot pot then diarrhea?
A smooth translation of this sentence could be: Why do you have diarrhea when
you eat hot pot?
The output from Google (17/07/19) is: How do you eat a hot pot and diarrhea?
6
Whilst most of the information is captured in the translation, the relation has not been
fully realised and leads to a somewhat awkward sentence.
It is clear that recent development in MT, more specifically a move toward NMT,
addresses some of the problems we highlight in this work (but not for SMT). However,
many issues still exist that remain unresolved and we contend that the explicitation model
or method we propose for SMT could actually be used on some level to benefit NMT as
well.
1.3 Scope and Aims
While MT has been improving and is becoming more widely used, the quality is often
still lacking, and there is an increasing awareness of the need to integrate more linguistic
information, including, for the purposes of this thesis, cohesion. Modelling cohesion in
MT is a difficult task. To that end, the main aims of our work can be summarised with the
following two questions:
1. What are the limitations of current strong SMT approaches (e.g. hierarchical tree-
based) in terms of handling cohesive devices?
2. How can we better model cohesive devices within sentences?
SMT is the primary focus of this work and it has to be noted that, to date, we have
not worked extensively on NMT models save for some brief observations made along
the way. The content of this thesis is therefore purely aimed at making improvements in
SMT. Whilst we have not explored NMT in depth, we still believe that the explicitation
approach that we describe should also work for that as well.
1.4 Contributions
Here we provide an outline of the contributions of this work, which largely feature in
Chapters 5, 6, and 7, along with the literature review in Chapter 4. A full list of our
publications is included in the Appendix.
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1. Divergences in the Usage of Discourse Markers in English and Mandarin Chinese
(Steele and Specia, 2014). This, through examining divergence, highlights a number of
structural differences in composite sentences from parallel corpora. It shows examples of
how SMT systems deal with the differences. (Published in TSD, 2014)
2. Improving the Translation of Discourse Markers for Chinese into English (Steele,
2015). This focusses on the difficulties of dealing with DMs in SMT and looks at initial
ways to model DMs within sentences. (Published in NAACL-HLT (Student Research
Workshop), 2015)
3. Predicting and Using Implicit Discourse Elements in Chinese-English Translation
(Steele and Specia, 2016) . This introduces a prediction model used to insert tokens into
a source language, which then can in turn be leveraged in order to give better translations
by providing extra information for the MT systems to work with. (Published in EAMT,
2016)
4. WA-Continuum: Visualising Word Alignments across Multiple Parallel Sentences
Simultaneously (Steele and Specia, 2015). This describes a tool we built that was created
specifically with the purpose of visualising word alignments for SMT in great detail. It
was an essential tool for our work as we needed to look at the changes to numerous word
alignments in a robust and quick fashion, and in a way that could be visualised far more
easily then with text alone. (Published in ACL-IJCNLP, (System Demonstrations), 2015)
5. Vis-Eval Metric Viewer: A Visualisation Tool for Inspecting and Evaluating Met-
ric Scores of Machine Translation Output (Steele and Specia, 2018). Like the WA-
Continuum tool, this was required for our research. With each change to our prediction
model we had to examine various MT system outputs in a speedy and robust manner. We
needed a tool that could produce an array of meaningful metric scores for our transla-
tions and that could search the voluminous data so we could examine specific (language)
phenomena that occurred. (Published in NAACL: Demonstrations, 2018)
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis
Having established the importance of cohesion (and hence cohesive devices) within dis-
course and SMT translation, and having highlighted the associated difficulties, we outline
the structure of this thesis:
In Chapter 2 we explore a brief history of NLP looking at both its progression and
various different MT paradigms, through to the modern day. In Chapter 3 we provide
a review of cohesive devices. This gives a high-level view of various devices that cause
problems for MT and shows why their omissions give rise to rough translations. Particular
focus is also given to some important differences between Chinese and English that could
potentially be a problem for MT. Chapter 4 presents a literature review looking at pertinent
related work including an examination of some barriers in MT, and annotation of DMs.
Chapter 5 is a corpus-based study of the divergence between the usage of DMs in Chinese
and English highlighting important structural differences in composite sentences extracted
from a number of parallel corpora. Some examples of how these cases are dealt with
by popular SMT systems are also shown. Chapter 6 develops this and looks at ways to
improve the translation of discourse connectives and discourse relations. This chapter also
describes the effect of implicit elements on MT and looks at methods to identify them and
make them explicit. It then details how we built upon these findings to create a usable
prediction model that can predict implicitation in sentences from a source language.
Being able to visualise word alignments for SMT and general MT system output was
of significant importance for this research. As such, we developed two comprehensive
software systems that were used in much of our analysis. Chapter 7 shows our word
alignment visualisation tool (WA-Continuum), and also details our Vis-Eval tool. WA-
Continuum makes it easy to understand how words for each sentence have been aligned
during the word alignment process. Vis-Eval enables the user to view the translation
output of MT systems and compare multiple evaluation metric scores at both the sentence
and dataset level, in fine-grained detail.
Chapter 8 provides the final conclusions and summary of our work, and includes some
suggestions for future development.
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Chapter 2
2 History and Overview of Machine Translation
Here we present a brief history of MT and NLP up to the modern day and we include
how Chinese became a major language that was targeted for translation, initially due to
defence and security projects.
2.1 A Brief History of Machine Translation
Using computers for automated translation is not a new idea. In 1949, the same year
the People’s Republic of China was founded, a man named Warren Weaver put forward a
memorandum suggesting the possibility of using machines for translation (Mitkov, 2004),
an idea perhaps stemming from the Enigma and Bletchley Park code-breaking successes
during the war. Weaver, in his memorandum on translation (July 15th, 1949), suggested,
that one language was just code form of another language using different strange symbols
(Weaver, 1949; Koehn, 2013).
In 1950, the beginnings of NLP came about through an article titled Computing Ma-
chinery and Intelligence authored by Alan Turing and published in Mind, a philosophy
journal (Rapaport, 2005). In the article, Turing discussed a test (now known as the Turing
Test) which highlights the criteria to which a computer must adhere in order to produce
artificial, intelligent (natural) language or behaviour, which is ultimately indistinguishable
from that of a human.
Not long afterwards in 1952 the inaugural MT conference took place at the Mas-
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sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) followed by the release of the first related jour-
nal, Mechanical Translation, in 1954 (Mitkov, 2004).
Significantly, 1954, was also the year when the first demonstration aimed at showing
the viability of MT was presented to the public. The demonstration was presented jointly
by IBM and Georgetown University (Hutchins, 2005) and is known as the Georgetown
Experiment. During the demonstration over 60 sentences with 250 words and just 6 rules
of grammar were translated from Russian to English. This was quite a limited experiment,
but at the time it was significant, especially with the US interest in the actions of the (then)
Soviet Union. Although this was a relatively small-scale experiment, its success attracted
funding (Hutchins, 2005) and the enthusiasm fuelled the now infamous quote from the
demonstrators who claimed that “within three or five years, machine translation would
be a solved problem”. More importantly, in 1955, the new interest in MT paved the way
for the launch of the Machine Translation Research Project of Georgetown University.
Conversely though, certain people were disappointed by the small scale of the experiment
and even suggested that barriers such as semantic disambiguation were impossible to
overcome using automated methods alone (Koehn, 2013).
The 1960s saw some success with computer systems such as ELIZA, an early exam-
ple of simple NLP, where input was analysed for key words, generating responses based
on these words and assorted reassembly rules (Weizenbaum, 1966). The software was
known to give surprisingly realistic responses. Unfortunately, the enthusiasm and activi-
ties surrounding NLP and MT were brought to a standstill in 1966 with the release of the
Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee (ALPAC) report. The report was
based on a study of the viability of MT, which showed that it was not cheaper or quicker
than human translation because numerous certain tasks (e.g. post-editing) still had to be
undertaken to produce a useful output (Koehn, 2013). Consequently the funding for MT,
in the US at least, was significantly reduced and many projects halted.
Despite this, internationally there was some work that continued, which produced a
small revival. For instance, in the late 60s there was a new lead in NLP activities. The
book Computational Analysis of Present Day American English (Kucera and Winthrop-
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Nelson, 1967) was published and it is essentially a deep analysis of the first well known
(million-word) Brown corpus compiled at Brown University in 1963-64 (Francis and
Cucera, 1964; Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). Some early commercial rule-based machine
translation (RBMT) systems were also produced including Systran and Logos, the former
being used in the US Air Force and in 1976 (the end of the Mao era) it was installed at
the European Commission (Mitkov, 2004). Almost at the same time another system came
into the fore and has since become one of the more successful early projects. It is known
as the TAUM-ME´TE´O (or just ME´TE´O) system, developed by the University of Montreal
and it was used (until 2001) to translate weather forecasts from English into French. Part
of the success was largely down to the use of a specific domain (weather forecasts) and a
sublanguage, which is easier to parse than a full language (Mitkov, 2004).
Up to this point the work appeared to focus on limited language pairs such as Russian
and English or French and English. However, as technology advanced and the world
became a smaller place (in terms of travel and communication) through globalisation and
trade, translation of other languages (e.g. Japanese) saw an increased demand. This was
especially true as personal computers started to become available. With an increase in the
use of microcomputers or desktops came the development of simple computer assisted
translation systems such as Trados (now SDL Trados) (Koehn, 2013).
In the 80s, as computational power increased further (Moore’s Law) MT once again
started to look viable. Example-based machine translation (EBMT) became popular, es-
pecially in Japan and many EBMT systems were built. Interlingua MT was also proposed,
in which the source language segment was converted to a common in-between language
and certain rules were then used to translate from the in-between language into the target
language. The idea was that you only need one set of extra rules per additional language
being added and that you would always be translating into and from a common middle
language.
In 1986 the first issue of Computers and Translation (renamed Machine Translation in
1988) was published and the International Journal of Machine Translation soon followed
in 1991 (Mitkov, 2004). In the late 80s IBM Research started looking at SMT, instead of
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its word based translation, on the back of their successes with using statistical methods
in speech recognition (Koehn, 2013). In the early 90s IBM also developed the Candide
SMT system and the IBM statistical alignment models (1 to 5).
From 1989 – 1996 the Penn Treebank produced over 7 million words of part-of-speech
(POS) tagged text. The materials used for annotation included IBM user manuals and
Wall Street Journal articles (Taylor et al., 2003). At the time it was revolutionary and it
became a leading example of POS tagging. The Penn Treebank is no longer in operation
or being maintained, but because of the large amount of data produced it is still being
used in NLP projects. Interestingly the tools and methods used were adopted to build the
English Penn-Helsinki corpus (Kroch and Taylor, 2000).
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) also started making strides
in speech and text processing working on automatic transcriptions of speech, initially with
a 1000-word vocabulary, which soon expanded to 20,000 words and more (Olive et al.,
2011).
In the late 90s DARPA started worked on transcribing radio news (TRVS program),
incorporating some language analysis. The focus was mainly on English, but work on
Arabic and Chinese was also subsequently included. Interest in automated Arabic trans-
lation was further solidified in September 2001 as a result of the 9/11 attacks on New
York (Koehn, 2013).
Post 2004 saw an extension of DARPA with the introduction of the Global Autonomous
Language Exploitation (GALE) program. Again this was essentially set up to cover extra
requirements of the Defense Department. The idea was to create a system that not only
could translate source material from many languages into English, but also could actually
sort the information from the material, and separate relevant sources from irrelevant ones
(Olive et al., 2011).
The funding poured into DARPA and GALE became a large part of the boost in the
use of statistical methods in MT. In addition the ever-increasing availability of computer
power and storage coupled with more and more digital resources (e.g. parallel corpora)
has meant that developers can create more impressive, advanced and complex SMT sys-
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tems.
Many MT systems are being developed across the globe and commercial systems
include IBM, Microsoft and Google. The latter two provide free to use MT translation
tools on the internet whilst IBM have developed Watson, an intelligent robot that responds
to natural language. Watson was shown off to TV audiences in 2011 when it won first
prize (1,000,000 dollars) on the Jeopardy game show. It processed questions given in
natural language (having to deal with puns, synonyms, homonyms etc) providing answers
from its extensive databanks without being connected to the internet. Watson has also
been used in a call centre and is now being used to help fight lung cancer.
Systran has also moved into using SMT by incorporating it into its system alongside
RBMT. This makes it a hybrid system that aims to take advantage of multiple models
combining their relative strengths to improve translation quality (Systran, 2014).
Now SMT, despite being the dominant paradigm for a number of years, has taken a
side step and has effectively been replaced by NMT, which is proving very successful.
2.2 An Overview of Machine Translation Paradigms
This section highlights a number of the more popular MT paradigms that have either been
used in recent history or are indeed still being used.
2.2.1 Rule-Based Machine Translation
Even during the Georgetown Experiment in 1954 a number of grammar rules were used to
assist with the translations. RBMT systems tend to use explicit rules provided by linguis-
tic experts and large dictionaries that are coded into the program and used to deduce the
required translation (Clark et al., 2013). In the early days Systran used RBMT technol-
ogy in their system, which included a large set of rules alongside syntactic, semantic, and
morphological material (Systran, 2014). There are many commercial MT systems that
still use the RBMT concept (Clark et al., 2013), which may come down to the fact that a
lot of the sophisticated linguistic rules and large dictionaries that have been amassed over
the years are just too valuable to waste.
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One of the main problems with RBMT is exceptions to the rule. Those exceptions can
in turn have their own exceptions and so on, which can ultimately lead to contradictory
rule creation leading to a set of very complex explicit rules.
2.2.2 Example-Based Machine Translation
The EBMT paradigm first appeared in the 80s (an early data-driven model), but gained
real momentum in the 90s (Mitkov, 2004). EBMT systems use existing proven trans-
lations as a basis for the new translation. The input is essentially matched to its clos-
est counterpart in a large database of existing example translations. The necessary (at-
tempted) adjustments are then made for the words that differ from the input and its clos-
est database match (Koehn, 2013), in order to try to produce a useful and reliable output.
EBMT systems can in fact continue working with smaller and smaller translation chunks,
incorporating the results in to the final output.
2.2.3 Transfer and Interlingual Models of Machine Translation
The Transfer model and Interlingual model share a common theme where alterations to
some input are made before translation. The transfer model adjusts the input structure to
mimic the structure of the target language (based on a set of rules) whilst the interlingual
model converts the input into a middle pseudo-language, which is then converted into the
target language. Whereas the former model requires a specific set of transfer rules for
every language pair, the latter model aims to use simple syntactic and semantic rules to
convert the extracted meaning into the target language (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). The
interlingual model is seen as more efficient and some systems, such as the KANT MT
system, were built on this technology (Nyberg et al., 1997).
2.2.4 Statistical Machine Translation
SMT in its various forms is a widely studied MT model. Basic SMT does not make use
of the normal linguistic data (Mitkov, 2004), but instead learns significant patterns that
should not ordinarily occur by chance. The patterns and therefore the statistical models
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based on them are developed by scrutinising a large data set of good translations referred
to as parallel texts or bilingual corpora.
Commonly, individual words (and word groups) from the corpora are initially aligned,
with phrases being extracted using some heuristics. Next, the probabilities that each of the
items in one language map on to or correspond with the translations in the other language
are calculated (Mitkov, 2004). Using this method the translation becomes a mathematical
machine learning problem that does not rely on linguistic knowledge (also known as non-
linguistic or anti-linguistic).
In around 20 years SMT became the dominating state of the art paradigm (Lopez,
2008) (although now it has, for the most part, been superseded by NMT) and has seen
many changes, starting with word-based translation (WBT) (e.g. early IBM models).
Through development phrase-based translation (PBT) became more widely used followed
by syntax-based translation (SBT), hierarchical phrase-based translation (HPBT) and tree-
based translation (TBT).
2.2.5 Word-Based Translation
IN WBT the usual atomic unit of translation is individual words. The early IBM models
work on statistics collected from translated texts in a parallel corpus. IBM model 1 was
very limited and the reordering process was poor. With each iteration of the IBM mod-
els came more power and complexity, but in general the translation process was broken
up into small steps in a procedure called generative modelling, using word translations
found under the lexical translation probability distribution (Koehn, 2013). The mappings
worked well for one to one translations eventually allowing for some reordering. How-
ever, translations were based on what are now seen as relatively simple word alignment
models (Clark et al., 2013).
Fast-Align (Dyer et al., 2013) (as discussed in Section 4.4) essentially uses a fast
version of IBM Model 2, whereas Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003) extends to using IBM
Models 4 and 5. As such it is deemed pertinent to discuss the various IBM Models here.
Essentially, the IBM Models are a sequence of SMT models that increase in complex-
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ity with each iteration. Early models started by using simple lexical translation probabili-
ties, with later models incorporating reordering and word duplication processes.
The initial work at IBM looked at five models for SMT (Brown et al., 1993b):
• IBM Model 1, this consisted mainly of lexical translation probabilities that looked
at the probability distributions of single words in a text. It worked to a degree, but
had many flaws, including weaknesses around reordering, treating all reordering
options as equally likely (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
• IBM Model 2, was similar to Model 1, but added the absolute alignment model
(Clark et al., 2013), which was based on the actual positions of words in the input
source and target sentences. IBM Model 2 simply consisted of the lexical transla-
tion step and the alignment step. The Fast-Align tool works at this level.
• IBM Model 3, added a fertility function to the process. This essentially means that
single words in one language could be matched to multiple words in another and
vice versa. This was considered to be a strong model for SMT in a word based
paradigm (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
• IBM Model 4, introduced relative distortion (Koehn, 2013), which essentially al-
lows for longer range reordering and makes use of word classes. It could handle
situations where some words moved forwards or backwards whilst others stayed in
the same place.
• IBM Model 5, the last of the original models, enhances Model 4, by further im-
proving the alignment process and addressing deficiency (Brown et al., 1993b).
Deficiency occurs when the model puts an output word into a position that has been
filled. In theory multiple output words may be placed in the same position. Model 5
tracks the free positions and only allows words to be placed in those slots. Therefore
the distortion model is similar to that in Model 4, but is focussed on free positions.
An IBM Model 6 was also created (also known as Model 4B), which was essentially
IBM Model 4 combined with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Mitkov, 2004), a first
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order dependency. Whilst IBM Model 4 aims to predict the distance between target lan-
guage token positions, the HMM looks at the distance between source language token
positions (Koehn, 2013). Combining both approaches (in a log-linear manner) meant
improved results over the original 3 models.
All said and done, the main weaknesses with word-based translation are that words
are not the best atomic unit for translation as there can be one to many mappings across
language pairs. In addition, when focussing on single words all contextual information is
lost, so no context can be utilised in the translation process (Clark et al., 2013).
2.2.6 Phrase-Based Translation
PBT was considered by many to be the leading model in SMT for a long time (Marcu
and Wong, 2002) and, to a degree, related to EBMT (Koehn, 2013). With its introduction,
systems were able to learn both phrasal and lexical alignments. This created a method
far more powerful than learning lexical alignments alone, and consequently translation
quality improved. One of the shortcomings of WBT was when there were many to one
(or vice versa) mappings of words across a language pair then the translation broke down
and all context was lost. Using phrases as the smallest atomic contiguous unit (n-grams)
removes some translational ambiguity, and helps with some reordering problems (Clark
et al., 2013). The most basic PBT model is the noisy channel approach (Shannon, 1948;
Brown et al., 1993a) as shown in equation 1.
For equation 1:
e is the best English sentence
F is the foreign language sentence
P is probability.
The best English sentence is the one that has the highest probability, that is: P (E|F )
Rewriting this using Bayes’ rule gives:
e = P (E|F ) = P (F |E)P (E)
P (F )
(1)
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The P(F) in the denominator can be disregarded (Specia, 2013), as we want the best
English sentence corresponding with the given foreign sentence. This means F is a fixed
constant from the source text (e is essentially independent of P (F )). This gives:
P (F |E)P (E) (2)
Equation 2 is made up of two main components:
1. a translation model P (F |E)
2. a language model P (E)
The translation model appears to be the reverse of P (E|F ). This is due to ‘F’ being
taken as some noisy code version of an English sentence or phrase (as per Weaver, 1949).
The task then becomes one of finding the hidden ‘E’ sentence that produced the polluted
‘F’ sentence (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). This last step is ‘solved’ through using a de-
coder that aims to produce the most likely ‘E’ sentence, when given ‘F’. In the case of the
PBT model, the probabilities are usually calculated using phrases rather than individual
words.
2.2.7 Syntax-Based Translation
One shortcoming of PBT is that it can often fail to capture long range movement. SBT
aims to overcome this issue by modelling a deeper level of structure (Chiang, 2007). A
syntax is incorporated into the SMT system, which should produce better output. One of
the main barriers to this approach though is translation speed. Although, when using SBT,
improvements in translation have been observed the speed of the translation is appreciably
slower. In addition, syntactic annotation is not normally marked up in sentences and
adding it (automatically) would make models more complex and difficult to manage. As
such, SBT can be messy when using parallel corpora leading to complexity in the model
that is difficult to address (Koehn, 2013).
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2.2.8 Hierarchical Phrase-Based Translation
This is essentially an SMT model that examines phrases within phrases (i.e. sub-phrases).
It also trains on parallel corpora, and combines ideas from both PBT and SBT (Chiang,
2007). It has been observed that moving to hierarchical structures can markedly improve
the quality of translation (Chiang, 2007) within certain frameworks. Additionally, numer-
ous researchers have found that incorporating SBT into their models shows improvements
and HPBT has become a popular alternative to the flat PBT paradigm (Clark et al., 2013).
The key advantage to HPBT is that it can tap into the true power of PBT; that is,
phrases can be used to learn word reordering. By extension, the same methodology used
to learn the reordering of words can be applied to learn the reordering of small phrases (or
sub-phrases). This process can be applied even when simpler distortion models are used.
The problem is not with the use of a plain distortion model, but rather one of identifying
the basic units for translation.
The atomic unit in HPMT is a hierarchical phrase, which primarily is made up of
words and sub-phrases. This means it can capture translations that are beyond the standard
short phrase (usually tri-grams) used in traditional PBT. This can then remove some of
the limitations commonly associated with PBT and and reduces the problem down to
‘simpler’ grammatical rules.
(10) 那个戴帽子的男人叫大卫。(Chinese)
that wear hat [de] man name David
(Literal)
The man wearing the hat is called David.
(typical translation)
In Example 10 we can see ‘叫大卫。’ (called David) at the end of the Chinese
sentence can remain in place and so no reordering is required. The same goes for ‘那个’
(the/that) at the beginning of the sentence.
In fact the main difference is the reversal ‘戴帽子’ (wearing the hat) and ‘男人’ (man)
around the character ‘的’. Here ‘的’ is used as a linking word that links descriptive words,
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Figure 1: Visualisation of word alignments showing the literal order of the English aligned
to the Chinese vs the natural order.
phrases, or clauses to the noun they describe, in this case ‘the man’.
For this sentence pair the reordering rule is simply a swap or reversal of the descriptive
phrase and the noun. That is, in the Chinese the descriptive phrase is to the left of the noun,
whereas in the English it is to the right of the noun.
In Figure 1 the grid numbered 0 shows a typical correct alignment of words according
to the natural order of the given sentences in both languages. In grid 1, the English has
been changed to follow the more literal order of the Chinese.
A true diagonal line (as per Figure 5 in Chapter 7) would show a sentence pair that
needs little to no reordering. Here the blocks in grid 1 are almost a true diagonal from
top left to bottom right, and if the English could remain as a literal translation then no
reordering of phrases is required.
However, the true alignment we need is shown in Grid 0. As can be seen the blue
blocks in rows 0, 5, 6, and 7 are the same in both grids, meaning that no reordering is
required for those rows. The action is all in the middle of the grids. The block in row 4,
column 1 (grid 0) has to be moved back from column 4 (in grid 1), and the blocks in rows
1 and 2 move across 1 place as a result. This in effect is a visual representation of the
reordering taking place. The descriptive phrase in rows 1, and 2, moves to the other side
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of the noun in row 4.
This is not a case of one word being swapped for another, but more a case of a word
(noun) being swapped with a (descriptive) phrase.
2.2.9 Tree-Based Translation
Tree-based SMT includes a variety of different tree models that aim to overcome the
weaknesses of earlier SMT models such as coping with long distance dependencies re-
quired with numerous language pairs (Specia, 2013) and having too much elasticity with
respect to word reordering (Wu, 2005). The tree models also enable the inclusion of syn-
tactic and semantic information (Clark et al., 2013). There are numerous tree models
including: HPMT (as discussed), tree to string, string to tree and tree to tree (Nguyen
et al., 2008). Tree models include the use of syntactic trees, which focus on syntactic re-
lationships between words and phrases (Koehn, 2013). Representing syntax with trees is
called grammar, and there are numerous different grammars such as: tree-adjoining gram-
mars (TAGs), tree-insertion grammars (TIGs) and synchronous TIGs (STIGs) to name but
a few (Clark et al., 2013). Synchronous grammars essentially create both a source and tar-
get language tree at the same time and a synchronous tree-substitution grammar can create
pairs of non-isomorphic trees that help overcome the reordering problems of flat models
(Koehn, 2013).
A detailed analysis regarding the entire range of trees and all possible grammars is
outside the scope of this work. The discussion here is intended to highlight some of the
positive aspects that trees have over flat systems. Clearly there are other factors to consider
that add complexity to implementing tree models, such as decoding, aligning sub-trees,
pruning and adding syntactic annotation. It is worth noting however that ‘basic’ HBMT
systems that combine phrase-based models and trees (as discussed earlier) have shown
promise in terms of improved translation quality (Chiang, 2007) and are indeed worth
considering for use as a base system.
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2.2.10 Neural Machine Translation
At the time of writing NMT is an emerging paradigm, which has led to some major im-
provements over previous SMT and RBMT translation systems (Wu et al., 2016). Whilst
SMT is still widely used and produces strong results it appears that NMT has overtaken it
and become the gold standard, especially as previously unavailable requisite technology
(e.g GPUs) has now become mainstream.
Whilst bilingual corpora are often still used for training the systems, other processes
(such as initial word alignment) can be dropped entirely and the models still work. New
methods, such as the inclusion of attention mechanisms have been introduced. These
can be quite powerful and network architectures such as Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) (and the enhanced Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) variants) have shown great
promise. As with SMT, it is anticipated that continual improvements such as these will
be made to each new iteration of NMT models and the cycle will continue bringing better
and smoother translations with each step. A thorough discussion of NMT models and
neural network architectures is outside the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
3 Background on Cohesive Devices
Chapter 1 briefly introduced cohesion and highlighted commonly identified cohesive de-
vices as described in the observations of Haliday and Hasan (1976). Whilst the devices
cannot always be separated exclusively into exacting distinct categories, they will be dis-
cussed in terms of grammatical and lexical cohesion in order to provide clarity. The
devices in their respective categories are:
1. Grammatical Cohesion
• Reference
• Ellipsis
• Substitution
• Conjunction
2. Lexical Cohesion
• Collocation
• Reiteration
The remainder of this section is dedicated to presenting an overview of cohesion from
a linguistic perspective.
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3.1 Grammatical Cohesion
Grammatical cohesion is divided into four main parts: reference4, substitution, ellipsis
and conjunction. Reference covers a particularly wide range of words, which are based
on culture and knowledge (homophoric referencing), being in a particular situation (ex-
ophoric referencing) or linking within text (endophoric referencing). Table 1 illustrates
the given distinctions.
Table 1: Grammatical cohesion and cohesive devices.
Grammatical Cohesion
Reference
Homophoric (knowledge based)
Exophoric (situational)
Endophoric (textual)
Anaphoric (refers backwards) Cataphoric (refers forwards)
Ellipsis
Substitution
Conjunction
3.1.1 Referring
Referring is the means used for relating one element of text to another enabling better
interpretation of the information. The elements can be present within the text (endophoric)
or be outside of the text (exophoric, homophoric). Homophoric and exophoric referencing
are both briefly discussed here before detailing endophoric referencing, which is more
pertinent to text/discourse.
3.1.2 Homophoric Reference
Homophoric reference is where the identity of the item being spoken or written about can
be ascertained by widely accepted knowledge and cultural behaviour in general, rather
than referring to the local context within the text.
• the moon was so bright...
• all over the world...
4Issues of reference, deixis and function are discussed from the perspectives of text and discourse anal-
ysis, rather than speech.
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In the previous two given examples the word ‘the’ is actually referring to the moon and
the world in general. There is no need for either item to be introduced in the text for the
reader to understand the meaning or context. The reader would not normally need to ask
‘which world?’ or ‘which moon?’. Contrast that with the next sentence:
• the scene was utter devastation...
In this latter example the reader must be referred to the scene at some point in the text to
understand the context, which in this case is likely to be some sort of news story covering
an accident. Otherwise the reader may be left wondering ‘what scene?’.
3.1.3 Exophoric Reference
Exophoric reference is perhaps slightly more localised than homophoric reference, but it
still goes beyond the boundaries of the text. From the text alone the identity of the item
being discussed is difficult to ascertain without actually being in the situation.
• ...please pick it up and place it over there next to that desk...
In the example sentence: ‘it’5, ‘there’ and ‘that’ are impossible to work out without
actually being in the situation or seeing it.
3.1.4 Endophoric Reference
With regard to cohesion within the scope of a text, the main pertinent subtopic of referring
words is endophoric reference. Endophoric links are used to tie the internals of the text
enabling the reader to refer clearly and concisely to previous or impending discourse
segments, whilst concurrently avoiding repetition. Such referencing is called deixis or
deictic referencing. Deictic referencing, which refers back, is anaphoric deixis, and that
which refers forwards is cataphoric deixis (Table 1).
5In the given example the second ‘it’ refers back to the first ‘it’.
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3.1.5 Anaphora
Anaphora resolution (referring) is the process of establishing the antecedent of an anaphor
(often a pronoun) and is a known difficulty for MT (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009). Even
when dealing with just pronouns (pronominal anaphora), their usage and distribution
across different languages can vary (Russo, 2011), and this is before considering number
and gender agreement. Past corpus studies have highlighted how this can be a problem
for SMT systems leading to possible mistranslations of pronouns (Hardmeier, 2014).
The nature, function, usage, and distribution of generic pronouns varies between lan-
guages, and many issues, such as number agreement, which relies on information con-
nected to the antecedent6, need to be dealt with accordingly.
In English, personal pronouns are often used to refer back to: nouns, noun phrases,
or other pronouns. Demonstrative pronouns (this, that, these, those) work in a similar
way and can often refer back to the entire preceding sentence. Determiners (specific and
general) are also often used to refer back (e.g. ‘the’, ‘a’ and even quantifiers). Auxiliary
Verbs (e.g. be, do, have) work in a similar fashion to pronouns, but they refer to the verb
phrase to avoid repetition:
• I saw a tiny spider and ran away screaming, but unfortunately I fell over and landed
in a muddy puddle. This was embarrassing.
• I have five brothers, three live in London.
• I was going to help him fix his car. Unfortunately I was unable to do so because of
the weather.
Other words including so, not, and such are also often used to refer back (e.g. if
so then... / if not then...). Of these ‘such’ is a very interesting case of substitution, it
functions in many different ways and can behave as a determiner, a predeterminer and
even an adjective:
• China burns a lot of coal. Using such fuel causes pollution. (determiner)
6A word, phrase or clause that is replaced by a pronoun (or other substitute) later or earlier in text -
usually the following sentence.
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• The bridge collapsed. Fortunately such an event is rare. (predeterminer)
• He can often be very annoying. This was one such moment. (adjective)
3.1.6 Cataphora
Although cataphoric reference is not as common as anaphoric reference it still occurs with
a degree of frequency. There is some overlap with the ideas presented in the anaphora
section and so, for brevity, just a few examples are given here as an illustration.
• following/next/below - Please use the following address.
• this/these - You may not believe this, but it will be sunny tomorrow.
• pronouns - When he returned home, John noticed that the door was ajar.
3.1.7 Ellipsis
This is the omission of one or more words, which would be, in the case of text, supplied
mentally by the reader. Ellipsis essentially encourages the reader to ‘fill in the blanks’
with the correct item, which can be ascertained from the surrounding information.
• John would love to visit China, but he cannot afford to (... visit China).
3.1.8 Substitution
Substitution is slightly different to ellipsis in that a word (or phrase) is replaced (substi-
tuted and not omitted) by a more general filler word such as do, not, one or so. This
process avoids the need for repetition.
• Dan loves strawberry ice-cream. He has one every day. (Halliday and Hasan, 1976)
In the example ‘one’ is a substitute for ‘ strawberry ice-cream’ meaning the longer item
(strawberry ice-cream) is not repeated, but the understanding is maintained.
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3.1.9 Conjunction
This final device for grammatical cohesion is very important as it provides a relation
between discourse segments through the use of specific discourse markers.
In English there are many discourse markers that can be used and they express dif-
ferent relationships. Table 2 shows a number of such relationships combined with their
respective markers and sentence position78 (Chuang, 2017).
Table 2: A selection of different discourse markers and their relations.
Type of relation-
ship
Sentence connectors Position within the
clause or sentence
Adding something Moreover; In addition; Addition-
ally; Further(more)
Initial
Making a contrast However; Yet, On the other hand Initial
Making an unex-
pected contrast
Although; Despite the fact; Even
though; Regardless of
Initial or starts
subordinate clause
Saying why Because; Since; As; Insofar as Initial or starts
subordinate clause
Saying what the
result of some-
thing is
Therefore; Consequently; As a
result; Hence; Thus; Accord-
ingly; For this reason
Initial
Expressing a con-
dition
If; in the event; as long as; Pro-
vided that; Assuming that; Given
that
Initial or starts
subordinate clause
Strengthening
your argument
On the contrary; As a matter of
fact; In fact; Indeed
Initial
However, there are times when simple conjunctions can be used (e.g. and, but, or).
In addition there are other types of patterns as well. One of particular note is correlative
conjunctions such as: ...not only... but also; neither... nor...; both... and... .
One final pertinent part of conjunction is that of linking wider discourse segments,
particularly paragraphs. There are many types of paragraph relation, but the three main
ones (Chuang, 2017) are:
1. Reinforcement of ideas - A further example...
2. Contrast of ideas - This argument is not however...
7Sentence connectors can begin a clause or sentence after a semi colon.
8Some sentence connectors can be placed in different positions within a sentence.
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3. Concession - Although the arguments are...
The illustrated links and ties to clauses, sentences and paragraphs, if used correctly,
appear to be essential to the creation of unified and connected text. If this is indeed the
case then by the same token modelling such relations should, in the very least, serve as an
aid to guiding automated translations.
3.2 Lexical Cohesion
Grammatical cohesion covers a complex variety of frequently overlapping cohesive de-
vices that cannot always be completely distinguished. Lexical cohesion is altogether an
easier category to discuss as it is essentially the selection of vocabulary to create links for
unified text; that is, cohesion is directed by relations between words across textual units
(Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
The two main parts of Lexical cohesion, as shown in Table 3, are reiteration and
collocation.
Table 3: Lexical cohesion and cohesive devices.
Lexical Cohesion
Reiteration
Repetition
Synonymy
Antonymy
Hyponymy
Meronymy
Collocation
3.2.1 Reiteration
The broader concept of reiteration includes direct repetition of items, as well as a more
subtle, disguised repetition though generalisations - using super-classes of words, or spec-
ifications using subclasses.
Synonymy is the idea that two or more words can portray the same meaning, with
or without identity of reference (Halliday and Hasan, 1994). For example, noise and
sound have the same level of generality and are synonyms in the narrower sense. On the
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other hand birds referring back to blackbirds becomes a superordinate term (Halliday and
Hasan, 1994). The remaining devices of reiteration (antonymy, hyponymy and meronymy
all perform a similar function). Antonyms are words with opposite meanings; hyponyms
are words that are a subclass of the superordinate more general word; meronyms are used
to show a part-whole relationship, where the part is a constituent piece of the whole.
• Synonym - beautiful and attractive are synonyms
• Antonym - good is an antonym for bad
• Hyponym - pigeon is a hyponym for bird9
• Meronym - finger is a meronym10 (constituent part) for hand
3.2.2 Collocation
Collocations are familiar collections of words (similar to a phrase) that usually appear
together and tend to only convey meaning through association (Nordquist, 2014) and are
often specific to a culture or context. Table 4 shows a miscellaneous range of well-known
collocations11, but there are many more.
Table 4: A selection of miscellaneous collocations.
Time Business English Classifying Words
bang on time annual turnover a ball of string
dead on time bear in mind a bar of chocolate
early 12th century break off negotiations a cube of sugar
free time cease trading a bottle of water
from dawn till dusk chair a meeting a bunch of carrots
great deal of time close a deal a pack of cards
late 20th century close a meeting a pad of paper
make time for come to the point
next few days draw a conclusion
take your time make a loss
9Bird is the hypernym for pigeon.
10Holonym is the opposite of meronym - that is, hand is the holonym for finger.
11https://www.englishclub.com/vocabulary/collocations-common.htm
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3.3 Chinese vs English
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 gave a high-level view of different aspects of cohesion and showed
how much information various devices hold and hence why they cannot simply be ig-
nored. Here we look more closely at some differences between Chinese and English,
which can be vast and thus cause problems for SMT. Some of the main differences are:
• word order and sentence structure
• verb forms
• time and tense
• relatives
• articles
• pronouns
• gender and number
3.3.1 Word Order and Sentence Structure
Chinese sentences are often topicalised, where a sentence starts with a detached subject
or object (Swan and Smith, 2004) such as: 老人，必须尊重(literally) ‘old people, must
respect’, which in English would be more akin to ‘old people - we must respect them’,
better translated as: ‘the elderly must be respected’. Already this shows that words can
be routinely omitted in one language, but not the other.
In addition to omissions, word order is a known problem in MT for many language
pairs. Chinese has vast word order differences from English. Topicalisation is a good
example of this, as is the adjustment of word order as a substitute to inflection. There are
other common word order differences from English, for example, in Chinese, statements
and questions can have an identical word order, but often with an additional question
particle added at the end.
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3.3.2 Verb Forms, Time and Tense
Chinese is classed as a non-inflected language. So where in English the verb is changed,
in Chinese the effect is achieved by using word order, adverbials, and context (Ross, 2011;
Ross and Sheng Ma, 2006). With no inflection it can be hard to determine what tense is
required for an isolated segment of a Chinese sentence. Chinese also does not express
time or tense as in English. For example, in Chinese there is no verb conjugation to
express time relations. Again this is all information that can be implicit causing additional
problems for SMT.
3.3.3 Relatives
Relatives are often treated very differently in Chinese and English. For example, zero
pronoun structures such as:
‘the house we wanted was too expensive’
can be translated as:
我们想要的房子太贵了
‘we want house too expensive’ (literal)
3.3.4 Articles
There are no articles in Chinese (Swan and Smith, 2004), although some approximations
are sometimes evident for ‘a’ (一个- one) , and the characters 这个(zhe`ge - this) and
那个(na`ge - that) often serve a similar function, but are not a replacement for English
articles. The word ‘the’, possibly one of the most commonly used words in English, has
no direct equivalent.
For example,
‘Let’s go to the cinema.’
我们去看电影吧。
‘we go look film [suggestion particle].’ (literal)
Again, a quick look at the given sentence shows potential problems for MT, where
articles should be inserted into the English.
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3.3.5 Pronouns
English uses pronouns much more than Chinese. Chinese is considered to be a pro-
drop language (Swan and Smith, 2004), where pronouns are dropped when they may
be understood, especially from context. This is discussed in detail in Chapters 5 and
6. Ultimately though, similar to articles, it can cause situations where information is
implicit in one language, but required in the other. This is especially an issue with isolated
sentences and segments.
3.3.6 Gender and Number
There is no real clear distinction in gender in spoken Chinese as the characters for he, she,
and it (他，她，它), whilst all different, are pronounced in the same way. This is not
normally an issue in text, but it is possible that corpora from speech (e.g. TED or TV)
may have gender errors.
Number is also problematic as there is not normally a way of expressing plurals in
Chinese12. Some sort of quantifier is therefore needed to be sure of any plurality (Tung
and Pollard, 1994; Po-Ching and Rimmington, 2010). Clearly this can be problematic if
the quantifier is not in the current segment.
The described elements are often intertwined and cannot just be routinely dropped
during the translation process. Information from these elements is often key into gaining
a wider understanding from text. This overview is used to highlight the vast divergence
between Chinese and English. Of the discussed elements, for this thesis, we pay particular
attention to pronouns and discourse connectives.
12们as in他们- them - can be used in some cases. Also as in我们去看电影吧.
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Chapter 4
4 Literature Review
SMT was considered to be the dominant form of MT for well over a decade (Specia,
2013). Word-based models were developed in the 1980s (IBM Candide) and then phrase-
based models took over as the gold standard. Despite continual improvements in the
translation quality output from SMT systems they are still considered as being unable
to deliver human quality translations especially with complex sentences and divergent
language pairs. Here we outline some of the barriers to MT.
4.1 General Barriers to Machine Translation
Much research and funding has gone into developing MT systems, but yet there are still
many barriers that stand in the way of fully automated high quality MT. Some of the major
difficulties are discussed here including:
• The availability of substantial, quality parallel texts on which to train the models
(becomes less of an issue with greater storage capacity)
• Morphology across languages
• Word reordering
• Named Entity Recognition and unknown words
Each highlighted item by itself can present challenges for MT systems, but when
translating across divergent languages many of the issues can arise simultaneously.
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4.1.1 Resource Availability
Translation of low-resource language pairs is still considered an open problem in SMT
(Lopez and Post, 2013), but with the increasing availability of data and computing power
the size of this problem is constantly being reduced. Chinese, for example, was once
considered a resource poor language in terms of available corpora, but more recently a lot
of work has gone into developing such corpora and now there are numerous useful data
sets. For example the ones detailed here are used for much of our analysis:
• Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC): This corpus is primarily made up of short
simple phrases and utterances that occur in travel conversations. For this study,
44016 sentences in each language were processed with over 250000 Chinese char-
acters and over 300000 English words (Takezawa et al., 2002).
• Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) corpus: This corpus uses a variety of
news stories and radio podcasts in Chinese. For this study 302996 parallel sentences
were used containing 215 million Chinese characters and over 237 million English
words.
• Ted Talks corpus (TED): This corpus is made up of approved translations of the
live Ted Talks presentations13. This corpus contains over 300,000 Chinese charac-
ters and over 2 million English words (Cettolo et al., 2012) spread across 156805
parallel sentences.
• Multi-UN corpus (UN): This is a parallel corpus (for 6 languages) using data ex-
tracted from the United Nations Website. It includes over 220 million words in
English and over 629 million Chinese characters in 8.8 million parallel sentences
4.1.2 Morphologically Rich Languages
Simply put, morphology in linguistics revolves around the way words are formed and
their relationships to other words that exist within the same language. In English, mor-
13http://www.ted.com, and WIT3: https://wit3.fbk.eu/, both accessed July 2019.
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phology looks at the roots of words as well as affixes, bases (word stem), inflections, and
morphemes (the smallest unit of language).
The English word ‘kind’, for example, can stand alone as a simple stem word, or
through the use of affixes can become a complex word with a different meaning, such
as ‘un-kind-ness’. The number and nature of such possible changes are what give a
language its morphological flexibility (or richness).
Needless to say, many languages (and by extension language pairs) do not contain
the same morphological flexibility (also see Chapter 3). A morphologically rich language
(MRL) may have a free word-order or use various forms in their words (inflection). A
MRL may also contain a greater range of domains or registers than a non MRL. For
example German has a greater variety of registers than English and consequently has a
freer word order. Chinese, despite generally having a SVO word order, also has a more
flexible word order than English. English on the other hand uses more inflection than
Chinese, but is still classed as ‘weakly inflected’. English is not considered to be a MRL.
Ultimately the differences between the morphological states of various languages present
a challenge to SMT.
4.1.3 Word Reordering
Word reordering is one of the hardest problems in MT (Koehn, 2013). The issues created
by differences in word order between languages vary depending on the language pair.
For example, movement, between English and French (adjective-noun reordering) is, in
many cases, good enough (although not solved). For German longer range movement,
especially of verbs, is often required, and can be difficult (Clark et al., 2013). Shorter
movement is also often good enough for Chinese and English (Koehn, 2013), but the
flexibility of word order in Chinese poses an extra level of difficulty for reordering models.
4.1.4 Word Sense Disambiguation
Word sense disambiguation in SMT is also a heavily researched topic. WSD primarily
revolves around identifying the sense of ambiguous words based on their context (Specia
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et al., 2005). A simple example of this is the word drive. Without any surrounding context
drive could take on a number of meanings. The seven examples given here demonstrate
how PBT should outperform WBT by including words that are close by and at the very
least provide some context.
• A nice drive through the countryside (a journey)
• I’ve had a new drive put in (a driveway to a house or a computer hard drive)
• I drive to and from work every day (operating a vehicle)
• Drive (the name of a film released in 1998 and again in 2011)
• This mess will drive me crazy (leading to a state of annoyance)
• Wow, he can drive that golf ball over 500 yards (to hit, throw or propel something)
• She has a lot of drive when it comes to studying (an urge or attitude)
4.1.5 Named Entity Recognition
Named entities (NEs) are an essential part of sentences in terms of human understand-
ing and readability and recognising them is known as Named Entity Recognition (NER).
To that end it is important that high quality MT systems correctly identify and translate
NEs that occur in the input. The mistranslation, or indeed dropping of NEs can signif-
icantly impact translation output, although evaluation scores (e.g. BLEU) may not be
adversely affected (Singla and Agrawal, 2009; Hermjakob et al., 2008). SMT systems
were considered to be bad at translating names (Hermjakob et al., 2008) especially rare
names. Name translation is a hard problem, especially when considering the wide variety
of names across all languages and all domains. Singla and Agrawal (2009) illustrate this
by example of a Chinese translation:
Chinese: 27日中午,他们已被安全转移到普吉岛。
English: 27 noon , they have been shifted to safe places to 3pm .
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The last three characters in the Chinese sentence普吉岛(puˇ jı´ daˇo) can be translated
as ‘Phuket’ or more specifically ‘Phuket Island’ (岛daˇo = island). However, the English
translation drops the name altogether and just refers to the safe place.
Inputting the same sentence into Google Translate (2014) produces the output:
‘27 noon, they have been moved to safety in Phuket.’
Clearly, Phuket has become a recognised NE, and in the case of Google Translate
it is dealt with correctly14. This could suggest that the NER modelling technology has
improved and through respective research (Singla and Agrawal, 2009; Zhang et al., 2013)
plus the increased availability of data (especially for Google), NER has become a useful
component technology that can be incorporated into SMT systems. NER is now able to
better assist with translations of NEs of person, location, and organisation (Finkel et al.,
2005), improving the overall translation quality.
4.2 Barriers to Translating Chinese and Using Discourse Relations
Chinese and English are considered to be a very difficult language pair (Koehn, 2013).
Chinese writing is classed as logo-graphic or ideographic with sentences being made up
by a number of non-segmented ideograms, in this case Chinese characters, which carry
a certain meaning. This provides an extra barrier to translating Chinese texts. Here we
examine segmentation issues and other problems with translating Chinese and working
with discourse connectives.
4.2.1 Word Segmentation
In NLP (more precisely text processing) Chinese word segmentation is a very important
task as there are no word delimiters (spaces) between words (Li and Yuan, 1998) although
common punctuation is used. The accuracy of such segmentations is paramount as trans-
lations rely on the initial quality of segmentation to split the sentence into the correct
words. Without accurate segmentation additional ambiguity is introduced and can cause
problems (Olive et al., 2011).
14It could be argued that with so much access to data, Google’s models have Phuket as part of their
standard vocabulary.
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Much research has gone into word segmentation broadly falling into two categories:
lexical knowledge based (e.g. maximum length matching) and linguistic knowledge based
(Li and Yuan, 1998). The GALE project (as part of DARPA GALE) sought to address
such tokenisation and ambiguity issues with MT of text by making it a primary focus of
their research (Olive et al., 2011). To do this the project concentrates on two main inputs
– speech and electronic text (with MT from text being the centre of the project) looking
specifically at transcription, translation and distillation of two languages (Chinese/Arabic)
(Olive et al., 2011). A range of data types are used including news broadcasts, newsgroups
blogs and of course resources from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)15. The LDC,
formed in 1992, has a rich and unparalleled collection of foreign text and media. Initially
it was tasked with the role of acting as a repository of data, but now is responsible for
managing the distribution of numerous approved corpora and various language resources.
The GALE program became the largest resource creation project for the LDC and the
research findings will be a significant source for future work at the LDC (Olive et al.,
2011).
Over a five year period the GALE project produced a vast array of useful word align-
ment corpora. For example, the Chinese corpora incorporated character-based files for
tokenisation (produced using automatic word segmentation tools). A manual error cor-
rection step was applied to the process in order to improve results.
Ultimately the best chosen model was a character-based model where each character
(rather than a word) is classed as a separate token. The most success in GALE MT us-
ing the said word alignment has been achieved using statistical corpus-based approaches,
which allow the addition of linguistic constraints (features). However, it has been ob-
served that even though word segmentation is a prerequisite for automatically translating
Chinese, error free segmentation of Chinese text is not yet possible (Xu and Bock, 2011)
and, as such, segmentation ambiguity or inconsistency is still a big problem. That said,
approaches for overcoming this barrier have been studied and significant performance
gains have been recorded (measured by BLEU and TER) when using character-based
15https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
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translation trained with segmentation rather than word-based translation using the same
tools (Xu and Bock, 2011).
4.2.2 Annotating Discourse Markers
With respect to DM usage, much work has also contributed to the field. Contributions
include: annotating DMs in a treebank and in multilingual corpora; translating connec-
tives in general; identifying and classifying connectives; and, to some extent, observing
the implicitation of discourse connectives in MT.
The COMTIS project at IDIAP is closely connected to the DARPA GALE project
(IDIAP was a contributing partner) and it has a strong focus on both Arabic and Chinese.
A study on translating English discourse connectives (DCs) into Arabic (Hajlaoui and
Popescu-Belis, 2013) showed that some DCs in English can be ambiguous signalling a
possible variety of discourse relations. Clearly, if such ambiguity is not captured correctly
when the discourse relations are translated, the likelihood of incorrect translations being
produced is increased. However, other studies have shown that sense labels can be in-
cluded in corpora and that MT systems can take advantage of such labels to learn better
translations (Pitler and Nenkova, 2009; Meyer and Popescu-Belis, 2012).
The Penn Treebank, although no longer being developed, has been extended through
the Penn Discourse Treebank project (PDTB) which adds annotation to English discourse
connectives. Both the Treebank and the PDTB project were supported by DARPA. The
Chinese Discourse Treebank (CDTB) is a project that adds an extra layer to the annota-
tion in the PDTB (Xue, 2005). The CDTB project focuses on DCs that connect discourse
relations in either a structural or anaphoric way. Structural relations use subordinate and
coordinate markers that link close/neighbouring segments, such as clauses. Anaphoric
relations usually have one discourse adverbial linked with a local argument, leaving the
other argument or information to be established from elsewhere in the discourse. Pro-
nouns for example, are often used to link back to some discourse entity that has already
been introduced. This essentially suggests that arguments identified in anaphoric relations
can cover a long distance and Xue (2005) suggests that one of the biggest challenges for
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discourse annotation is establishing the distance of the text span and how to decide on
what discourse unit should be either included or excluded from the argument.
There are also some additional challenges such as discourse sense disambiguation;
the style and type of a discourse relation, for instance - is it implicit or explicit?; and
possible DM variants. Table 5 (Xue, 2005) shows discourse connectives that can be used
interchangeably without significantly altering the meaning. The numbers in each row
indicate that, generally16, any marker from (1) can be paired with any marker from (2) to
form a compound sentence with the same meaning.
Table 5: Examples of discourse connective variation.
English Chinese Discourse Connectives
although / but
(1)虽然，虽说，虽
(2)但，还是，可是，却，然而，不过
because / therefore
(1)因为，因，由于
(2)所以
if / then
(1)如果，假如，若
(2)就
therefore 因此，于是
Studies in categorising discourse relations have been undertaken, and found that DMs
in Chinese are part of an important language feature required for computational analysis.
Unfortunately, recognition of such markers is more difficult in Chinese than in English
(e.g. fewer word boundaries) and so analysis of Chinese syntax is generally more complex
(Tsou et al., 1999).
DMs are essential for discourse analysis as they help signify the sequence of dis-
course segments and their respective relations (Table 6), which are used by the authors
as structural and cohesive clues. It has been argued that results from discourse analysis
can be applied to solve problems in NLP and thus have an important role (Forbes et al.,
2001). For example, in some cases (e.g. Chinese newspapers) DMs appear in over 60%
of sentences (Tsou et al., 1999), which highlights their significance.
As DMs form a significant part of discourse, accurately annotating them (and re-
16As always there may be exceptions, depending on the exact context at the time. For example formal vs
informal register, but the general case holds true.
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Table 6: Examples of discourse markers and their relations (Tsou et al., 1999)
Relation DM Example English Translation
Adversativity 虽然。。。但是 though...but
Causality 因为。。。所以because... therefore/so
Concession 即使。。。 even...yet
Conjunction 以便。。。一边 on one hand...on the other hand
Deduction 既然。。。那么 if so...then
Degree 越。。。越 the more...the more
Disjunction 或者。。。或者 either...or
Intentionality 以使 so that
Necessity 只要。。。（才） only if
Progression 不但。。。而且 not only...but also
Sufficiency 如果。。。那么 if...then
moving ambiguity) is essential for improving automated translation tools, and many ap-
proaches have been proposed including Naı¨ve Matching and decision tree classifiers giv-
ing an accuracy rate of around 80% (Tsou et al., 1999), suggesting further linguistic anal-
ysis is required.
4.2.3 Lexical and Grammatical Cohesion
Here we examine some important and more recent developments that are closely con-
nected with this research. A lot has been achieved by the DARPA GALE project and
their partners (e.g. IDIAP), but there are other studies, such as the COMTIS project
(again IDIAP) that have a strong focus on DMs and discourse relations using English and
French as the main language pair.
The importance of DMs and their respective relations has already been established and
some examples of attempts to annotate them have been shown. For the sake of cohesion
the DMs have to be accurately interpreted, but this is a difficult task. Current SMT systems
often struggle with correctly identifying lexical items such as pronouns and DMs. As a
result the COMTIS project aims to expand the current SMT models through examining
inter-sentential relations (Popescu-Belis et al., 2011, 2012).
Annotating discourse connectives (e.g. because) is a difficult task. While many lan-
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guages contain some set of discourse connectives there is a great variation in the number
available to each language and indeed how they are used and the particular relation that is
being signalled. Essentially this means that DMs can be multifunctional and, depending
on the context, convey a multitude of possible relations (Cartoni et al., 2013) leading to
potential ambiguity. To help overcome this, the COMTIS project has proposed using au-
tomatic disambiguation of connectives by pre-processing occurrences and subsequently
tagging the meaning. The SMT system can then learn how to translate the connectives
applying what it has learnt to translate a new sentence (Cartoni et al., 2013) – it is worth
noting that algorithms are first trained on manually annotated data (Popescu-Belis et al.,
2012). One of the most well known resources containing sense annotation (as discussed)
is the PDTB. However, it has been observed that it is difficult to consistently annotate fine-
grained distinctions and in many cases inter-annotator agreement is below 70 % (Cartoni
et al., 2013) which may not be precise enough for a number of NLP applications. Sim-
ilarly automatic translation spotting (Ve´ronis and Langlais, 2000) has been shown to be
unreliable (around 60 %) with regard to discourse connectives (Danlos and Roze, 2011).
However, manual translation spotting and inter-changeability tests (clustering items
that share the same meaning) performed by the COMTIS project have proved more reli-
able with some advantages over sense annotation (Cartoni et al., 2013). If a target lan-
guage doesn’t have a specific disambiguation then a cluster of translations is created using
the agreed inter-changeability criteria, and a suitable connective (or an acceptable variant)
is in theory more likely to be chosen. This process is presented as potentially being more
reliable as the inter-changeability tests are performed by native speakers (Cartoni et al.,
2013), although the initial set up appears to require a great deal of manual analysis. This
is an interesting approach that has thus far (in terms of the COMTIS project) only been
tested between English and French.
Overall using sense labelled connectives as an extra input for SMT systems showed
no significant improvements, perhaps as a result of current mainstream SMT systems still
trying to produce good translations of smaller sentence fragments. However, researchers
have now started addressing lexical cohesion in SMT (Xiao et al., 2011; Wong and Kit,
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2012; Xiong et al., 2013b) without putting as much focus on grammatical cohesion (Tu
et al., 2014) although study of cohesion in SMT is still relatively limited (Xiong et al.,
2013a).
Lexical cohesion is determined by identifying lexical items that form links between
sentences in text (also lexical chains). A number of models have been proposed in order
to try to capture document-wide lexical cohesion including: a direct reward model, a con-
ditional probability model and an information trigger model (Xiong et al., 2013a). The
direct reward model essentially rewards translations that incorporate the same word (or
variant synonyms) across more than one sentence at the document level. The conditional
probability model extends the reward model by measuring the appropriateness of identi-
fied cohesion by examining the likelihood that a lexical item is used across sentences in
the correct manner. That is, overuse of the same lexical cohesion items may be incorrect
or inappropriate and consequently affect readability (Wong and Kit, 2012).
The mutual information trigger model extends the previous models even further and
takes into account lexical cohesion items that appear in successive sentences highlighting
them as trigger pairs (Xiong et al., 2013a). The model is then built to determine the
relationships between trigger pairs.
When the three models (incorporated into a HPBT system) were tested on NIST
Chinese-English translation tasks they showed significant improvements over the base-
line with the mutual information trigger model performing the best (+0.92 BLEU points)
(Xiong et al., 2013a).
To achieve improved grammatical cohesion Tu et al., (2014) propose creating a model
that generates transitional expressions through using complex sentence structure-based
translation rules alongside a generative transfer model. The models are then incorporated
into a hierarchical phrase-based translation system. The test results presented by Tu et
al., (2014) show significant improvements in the process, leading to smoother and more
cohesive translations. One of the key reasons for this is through reserving cohesive infor-
mation during the training process by converting source sentences into “tagged flattened
complex sentence structures” (Tu et al., 2014) and then performing word alignments using
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the translation rules.
Work on cohesion has tended to revolve around either ‘lexical cohesion’ (focusing
on key target words) or to a lesser extent ‘grammatical cohesion’. It is argued that con-
necting complex sentence structures with transitional expressions is similar to the human
translation process (Tu et al., 2014). Therefore improvements have been made (on a test
set) showing the effectiveness of maintaining cohesive information, which includes dis-
course relations that provide the logical organisation of discourse segments and signal
progression through a given piece of discourse.
4.2.4 Translation of Implicit Discourse Relations
It is often assumed that the discourse information captured by the lexical chains is mainly
explicit. However, these relations can also be implicitly signalled in text, especially for
languages such as Chinese (Yung, 2014). Yung (2014) explores DM annotation schemes
such as the CDTB (4.2.2) and observes that explicit relations are identified with an accu-
racy of up to 94%, whereas with implicit relations this can drop as low as 20% (Yung,
2014). To overcome this, Yung proposes implementing a discourse-relation-aware SMT
system, that can serve as a basis for producing a discourse-structure-aware, document-
level MT system. The proposed system will use DC annotated parallel corpora, that
enables the integration of discourse knowledge. Yung argues that in Chinese a segment
separated by punctuation is considered to be an elementary discourse unit (EDU) and
that a running Chinese sentence can contain many such segments. However, the sentence
would still be translated into one single English sentence, separated by ungrammatical
commas and with a distinct lack of connectives. The connectives are usually explicitly
required for the English to make sense, but can remain implicit in the Chinese (Yung,
2014).
4.2.5 Anaphora Translation
Current studies in Chinese connectives have shown a number of issues, not least problems
or difficulties with translating pronouns (pronominal anaphora). Anaphora translation
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is a discourse-level problem, which has been studied to a degree, but is by no means
solved (Hardmeier, 2012). The usage and spread of pronouns varies according to language
(Russo, 2011) and so is a certain translation difficulty.
Discourse-level phenomena in SMT has been studied from a number of perspectives
including domain adaptation and disambiguation. However, more recently pronominal
anaphora and discourse connectives have received increased attention (Hardmeier, 2012),
but as of yet exploiting such features has proved difficult, despite being a natural and
obvious inclusion of discourse-level information used during human translation.
4.3 Implicitation, Explicitation, and Empty Categories
In this section we outline some approaches that have been used to deal with the topics of
implicitation, explicitation, and empty categories in the context of MT. These are topics
that have generated increasing interest for a number of languages in recent years.
In order to contend with implicit language phenomena special empty category tokens
have been used in the Penn Treebank (Bies et al., 2002) and its extension, the Chinese
Treebank (Xue and Xia, 2000). An empty category is an element that does not have a
mapping to a surface word in a parse tree. Essentially, when translating such elements
into the target, where they are explicitly required, it is problematic because the implicit
information has to be retained, recovered, and realised from what otherwise appears to be
non-existent components in the source.
In Meyer and Webber (2013) implicitation of DMs in MT is explored through a de-
tailed corpus analysis. The work highlights how DMs in the source text are not always
translated to comparable words in the target language. Disparities in how often this phe-
nomenon occurs in human translated texts (18%) for English, French, and German as
opposed to machine translated ones (8%) are observed and the work aims to more widely
capture the natural implicitation of DMs in SMT.
More specifically to Chinese, Chung and Gildea (2010) examine the effects that empty
categories have on MT with a specific focus on dropped pronouns (little *pro*) and con-
trol constructions (big *PRO*) . The work shows that building machine translation sys-
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tems with explicitly inserted empty elements, either manually or automatically, in the
training data improves the overall translation quality. They use and compare three dif-
ferent approaches to recover empty or null elements: pattern matching; parsing; and pre-
diction models. Of the three, the prediction model performed the best. However, they
acknowledge that there is a lot of room for improvement in order to better recover empty
categories.
In Yang and Xue (2010) the term ‘chasing the ghost’ is used to signify the hunt for
empty categories. Identification of empty categories is turned into a tagging task. Essen-
tially, each word in a sentence is given a tag indicating whether or not it follows an empty
category. A maximum entropy model is employed for the prediction of the tags. No
distinctions are made between the types of tags that are identified. The results show a ro-
bust, but not breathtaking, 63% accuracy rate in recovering empty tags when an automatic
parser is used as input.
Luo and Zhao (2011) also try to predict where empty categories may appear in Chi-
nese sentences by using a statistical tree annotator supplemented with additional informa-
tion. They apply the annotator to a few distinct tasks including: predicting function tags
and predicting null elements. The results show favourable comparisons with previously
published results using the same data. However, the results for predicting function tags
and empty elements in the Chinese were obtained using human annotated data rather than
automatically generated data. In addition, some of the empty categories are placed into a
single position in the tree, which prevents them from being uniquely recoverable.
Instead of ‘chasing the ghost’ Xiang et al. (2013) outline work that ‘enlists the ghost’.
They use a maximum entropy model with additional syntactic features to recover empty
categories and then incorporate them into a Chinese-English MT task. The results show
that the recovered empty elements contribute to improvements in both word alignment
tasks and the overall quality of their MT system output.
In Chapter 5, as per Steele and Specia (2014), we discuss divergences in the usage
of DMs for Chinese and English. Illustrating how DMs are vital contextual links, and
through a detailed corpus analysis highlight significant divergences in their usage. The
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findings show how contextual omissions (implicit data) cause problems for MT systems
and often lead to incoherent automatic translations.
In Chapter 6 Steele (2015) shows work that builds upon the findings in Chapter 5
with a focus on word alignments for four specific elements: ‘if’, ‘then’,‘because’,‘but’.
Automatic alignments are used to ascertain the occurrence of implicit markers, which is
found to be quite significant. Experiments show that when artificial tokens are inserted
into the data, as a proxy for these markers, and the MT systems are rebuilt, there is a
significant improvement over the baseline. However, to achieve the improvement the
insertions of the markers were carried out using reference data.
Clearly there is some overlap between the terms ‘empty categories’ and ‘implicit ele-
ments’, but for this work we use the latter to refer to, amongst other things, those elements
with no corresponding word alignments. Our work is more general as compared to pre-
vious work and is not restricted to big or little *pro* categories, and does not rely on
treebank annotations, nor on parsing.
4.4 Main Tools Used for This Research
Throughout the period of research a number of tools were used for data cleansing and
model creation, as well as evaluating and visualising output.
The important tools to mention here are:
• CDEC (Dyer et al., 2010). This was the main tool used as a decoder, alignment,
and learning framework for translation models. Any translation models that were
built for this research were done so using CDEC.
• Fast-Align (Dyer et al., 2013). This was the standard word alignment software
used with CDEC, although it was used independently as well. All the alignment
information presented in this thesis was created using Fast-Align.
• Stanford Parser (Levy and Manning, 2003) (Chang et al., 2009b). This tool was
used for parsing unedited Chinese text/corpora into its most useful constituent parts.
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For example, white space is normally absent between Chinese characters or char-
acter groups, and so the parser helps with this in order to create the most likely
tokenisation of Chinese text, which then aids the alignment process.
• CRF-Suite (Okazaki, 2007). This was used predominantly in Chapter 6 as a fast
implementation of a Conditional Random Field.
• WA-Continuum. This is a self developed software tool used throughout the research
to visualise word alignments and is covered in Chapter 7.
• Vis-Eval (metric viewer). Another self created software tool that was designed to
facilitate the visualisation of model output translations, and a number of associated
metric evaluations. This is also covered in Chapter 7 (Section 7.2).
• Bilingual Evaluation Understudy Score (BLEU). It is worth noting that BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) is used as the primary evaluation metric to evaluate all translation
output throughout this research. Other metrics were used for comparison purposes
(as shown in Section 7.2), but ultimately any scores shown can be assumed to be
the normal BLEU scores.
BLEU, whilst containing known flaws is ubiquitous as it is fast to use, low cost,
widely understood, and generally considered to correlate well with human judge-
ment.
Under the hood, BLEU essentially uses an enhanced form of precision for each
sentence, taking into account uni-grams and n-grams (up to 4-grams). The larger
the known n-gram (as measured against the reference) that appears in the sentence,
the more fluent the output sentence is deemed to be.
A (precision) score between 0 - 1 is given to each sentence for a whole corpus (in
the output) and all scores are then combined and aggregated using the geometric
mean. As BLEU tends to favour short candidate translations a brevity penalty is
applied to make sure the ‘accurate’ shorter translations do not provide too much
weight for the overall final corpus level score.
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Chapter 5
5 Divergences in the Usage of Discourse Markers between
English and Chinese
This section examines the divergences in DM usage across English and Mandarin Chi-
nese. We highlight important structural differences in composite sentences extracted from
a number of parallel corpora, and show examples of how these cases are dealt with by pop-
ular SMT systems. Numerous significant divergences, such as contextual omissions, were
observed, which can lead to incoherent automatic translations.
5.1 Discourse
In general “discourse” is used to signify an arbitrary length of coherent language-based
communication consisting of either phrases, sentences or utterances (Zuffery and Degand,
2013). With respect to NLP, and more specifically, SMT, discourse is mainly concerned
with both written text and spoken dialogue consisting of some connected sequential units.
On a fundamental level discourse is linked in a meaningful way (lexical cohesion) by
DMs (also known as discourse connectives), which separate the discourse into discourse
segments or language structures, such as words, phrases, clauses or composite sentences
(Tsou et al., 1999), each of which contains a local coherence and context. However, DMs
cover a range of connectives, conjunctions, conjunctives and other cue words (see Chapter
3) and can be difficult to define precisely.
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Here we examine the usage of a set of frequently used DMs in Chinese17 and En-
glish, highlighting some natural and common divergences observed in parallel corpora,
and some of the problems that arise when the contextual information that surrounds them
is not utilised by SMT systems. The focus is on Chinese into English translations. The
results were produced from inspecting four corpora of various genres, domains and sizes,
comparing given DMs in Chinese sentences against DMs in the English parallel human
translation. Only DMs within sentences (intra-sentence DMs), rather than across dis-
course segments, were used for the analysis. The study shows that the parallelism in the
usage of DMs in the two languages varies significantly across corpora. It also shows sub-
stantial divergences in the usage of DMs in a large proportion of cases. This evidences the
problem of using such parallel corpora as a source of information to build SMT systems
without special treatment of DMs.
Popular online SMT systems were also used to translate the Chinese, with the result-
ing automated translation being compared to the given human translation, hence illustrat-
ing their limitations. The results show that these SMT systems are often unable to deal
with the complex changes in word order and, because of DMs, struggle with contextual
omissions, even across closely linked sentential clauses. As the sentences become more
complex the problems are further compounded and more errors occur in the automated
translations, ultimately suggesting that too much information is lost when the context
carried by DMs is not utilised by SMT systems.
5.2 Discourse Markers in Chinese
Chinese and English stem from two very different language families (Sino-Tibetan and
Indo-European respectively) which can be a chief cause of translation difficulty (Chang
et al., 2009a). For example, Chinese is logographic and does not use inflection, relying
on generating meaning through word order, which can often be quite flexible. Moreover,
the positioning and order of connective markers is very fluid and syntactically, markers
can take many positions. English, on the other hand, has an alphabet and uses a degree of
17Mandarin Chinese, the main standardised language of China (Swan and Smith, 2004).
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inflection with a relatively fixed word order (Li, 2008).
Defining DMs is not necessarily a trivial task. Chinese uses a rich array of DMs to cre-
ate links in both simple and complex sentences (Tsou et al., 1999). Chinese conjunctions
appear in two main types: those linking words or short phrases (simple conjunctions)
such as: 和(he´ - and),跟(ge¯n - and/with),或(huo` - or) as in刀和叉(da¯o he´ cha¯ - knife
and fork), and those that link clauses (composite conjunctions). Conjunctives are also
used, often appearing in the main (usually second) clause of a sentence and link back to
the previous clause (Po-Ching and Rimmington, 2004). Additionally, there are instances
where clauses may be linked in a sentence without the use of any DM (zero connective
structures). In these cases the meaning or context is strongly inferred across the clauses,
leading to the creation of sentences that have natural omissions, which can cause problems
for MT systems.
5.3 Settings: Corpora and SMT Systems
We used four well known corpora (as listed in Section 4.1.1) for gathering the data nec-
essary for observing DM frequency, usage, and any pertinent translations:
• Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC)
• Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) Corpus
• Ted Talks Corpus (TED)
• Multi-UN Corpus (UN)
At the time of this study the SMT systems used to produce the automatic translations
are Google Translate18 and Bing Translator19. Whilst these are specific commercial trans-
lation tools and they may not represent the best quality translation systems for Chinese-
English, they are good representatives of statistical translation approaches (now they use
NMT methodology), known to use state of the art techniques and achieve reasonable
18http://translate.google.com
19http://www.bing.com/translator
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translation quality. In addition they are freely available, making it possible to reproduce
and expand the analysis presented here.
5.4 Analysis of Chinese Discourse Markers
In this section we examine the main types of Chinese DMs, including conjunctions for
composite sentences, sequential paired conjunctions and zero connectives (Hutchinson,
2004; Po-Ching and Rimmington, 1998, 2004, 2010; Ross and Sheng Ma, 2006; Teachers,
2010). Our first step was a simple quantitative analysis to identify the most commonly
used DMs in our corpora, so that we could select a few cases of interest to analyse in more
detail. Table 7 shows the proportion of sentences containing the ten most frequent DMs
in the four different corpora. It also shows one or more frequent English translations for
each DM, but we note that variants of these translations are possible.
Table 7: Ten most frequently occurring DMs in the four corpora.
TED UN
因为(4.72%) : because 因此(1.70%) : so/therefore
如果(4.32%) : if 以便(1.42%) : so that
所以(4.05%) : so/therefore 因为(1.24%) : because
但是(3.58%) : but 由于(1.22%) : due to/as a result of
或者(1.68%) : or 如果(1.05%) : if
还有(1.59%) : furthermore 而且(1.04%) : moreover
那么(1.59%) : then/in that case 为了(0.88%) : in order to
而且(1.47%) : moreover 但是(0.81%) : but
并且(1.34%) : and also 并且(0.73%) : and also
因此(1.24%) : so/therefore 虽然(0.62%) : although
FBIS BTEC
因为(1.39%) : because 如果(1.18%) : if
如果(1.30%) : if 但是(1.10%) : but
因此(1.19%) : so/therefore 那么(0.44%) : then/in that case
为了(1.13%) : in order to 还是(0.39%) : or
由于(1.10%) : due to/as a result of 所以(0.29%) : so/therefore
但是(1.01%) : but 因为(0.25%) : because
而且(0.85%) : moreover 或者(0.23%) : or
虽然(0.80%) : although 并且(0.17%) : and also
然而(0.79%) : however/but 只有(0.17%) : only
甚至(0.72%) : even 而且(0.13%) : moreover
While the percentages of sentences containing specific DMs in Table 7 may seem
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small at first, overall DMs are present in a significant proportion of sentences. The fre-
quency analysis highlights certain trends, for instance如果(ru´guoˇ – if) and因为(yı¯nwe`i
– because) have a relatively high frequency in all four corpora. 因为(yı¯nwe`i) is classed
as one of the high frequency (causal) connectives (Wang and Huang, 2006) and is con-
sidered to have a strong correlation in usage with ‘because’. In what follows we pinpoint
some of the divergences in the use of these markers through examples of constructions,
and connect these divergences to the behaviour of SMT systems when faced with such
constructions.
Example 11 shows the因为(yı¯nwe`i) DM being used in a relatively short causal sen-
tence, and it is clear that the SMT system has problems with the DM, dropping it com-
pletely from its position before the comma.
(11) 他因为病了，没来上课。20
he because ill, not come class.
Because he was sick, he didn’t come to class. (Ross and Sheng Ma, 2006)
He is ill, absent. (Bing)
In Example 11 the two parts of the sentence appear to have a very weak link in the trans-
lation as the DM is simply not used at all in the automated translation. The information
after the comma (in the Chinese sentence) is correct and as Chinese does not use inflec-
tion, a sentence segment similar to ‘did not come to class’ should appear in the translation
rather than simply having ‘absent’.
In Example 12 the problem seems to be the reverse. The 因为(yı¯nwe`i – because)
being present in the Chinese sentence causes problems for the SMT system as it tries to
force ‘because’ into the translation (rather than omitting it) and by doing so significantly
alters the meaning.
20Each example in this section has the following format: Line 1 is the correct Chinese in characters;
line 2 is a literal word-for-word translation; line 3 is the given translation and line 4 is (usually) the best
translation returned by the SMT system. In some cases more than one automated translation is given for
comparison purposes.
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(12) 你因为这个在吃什么药吗?
you because this (be) eat what medicine [MA]
Have you been taking anything for this? (BTEC)
What are you eating because of this medicine? (Google)
The automated translation gives the impression that the person has changed their diet due
to having medicine, rather than their being required to take medicine for an ailment.
5.4.1 Sequential Constructions: Paired Conjunctions/Conjunctives
Paired DMs are frequently used in Chinese (Xue, 2005) and feature in many translations
of complex sentences. Some paired constructions are formed using two conjunctions, but
other formations are also possible such as: ‘conjunction. . . conjunctive’. Typical conjunc-
tives include:才(ca´i - only/only if/ not unless),就(jiu` - then/that),却(que` - but/yet/while)
and are commonly treated as connecting referential adverbs (Po-Ching and Rimmington,
2004) . Conjunctions tend to appear in both clauses, while conjunctives frequently appear
in just the second clause. They represent even more challenging problems for both human
and machine translation.
Table 8 shows (for each corpus) the proportion of sentences that contain at least one
occurrence of the given paired marker patterns. The main outcome of this frequency
analysis is that for each corpus the ...一...就... (. . . yı¯. . . jiu`. . . ) pattern appears with the
highest frequency. However, manual inspection of a random sample of sentences showed
that the ...一...就... (. . . yı¯. . . jiu`. . . ) structure was only being used as a sequential paired
marker construction in around one quarter of the cases.
Chinese does not have a specific word which maps one-to-one exactly with ‘then’
and so就(jiu`) and那么(na`me - so) are often utilised to perform a similar function (Ross
and Sheng Ma, 2006) . It is difficult to categorise就(jiu`) on its own as it serves numer-
ous functions. Many other characters such as 来(la´i) and 的(de) can also be difficult to
categorise for a similar reason, but perhaps none more so than the character ‘一’ (yı¯ -
one/single/ whole/same. . . ) which covers six pages in the Oxford Chinese dictionary.
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Table 8: Ten most frequently occurring paired DMs in the four corpora.
TED UN
...一...就... (3.67%) : once/as soon as, (then) ...一...就... (0.92%) : once/as soon as, (then)
...如果...就... (1.33%) : if,(then) ...越...越... (0.30%) : more, more
...如果...那... (0.95%) : if, (then) ...由于...因... (0.24%) : due to, because
...也...也... (0.49%) : also, and ...如果...就... (0.22%) : if,(then)
...越...越... (0.49%) : more, more ...不仅...而且... (0.21%) : not only, but also
...从...开始... (0.48%) : starting from... ...从...起... (0.17%) : starting from...
...是...还是... (0.48%) : [be], or ...从...开始... (0.14%) : starting from...
...如果...那么... (0.34%) : if, (then) ...是...还是... (0.14%) : [be], or
...不是...而是... (0.29%) : not, but(is) ...虽然...但是... (0.12%) : although, but
...从...起... (0.27%) : starting from... ...也...也... (0.11%) : also, and
FBIS BTEC
...一...就... (2.20%) : once/as soon as, (then) . . .一. . .就. . . (0.28%) : once/as soon as, (then)
...越...越... (0.63%) : more, more . . .如果. . .就. . . (0.22%) : if, (then)
...也...也... (0.40%) : also, and . . .从. . .开始. . . (0.15%) : starting from...
...从...起... (0.38%) : starting from... . . .如果. . .那. . . (0.10%) : if, (then)
...如果...就... (0.36%) : if,(then) . . .从. . .起. . . (0.09%) : starting from...
...从...开始... (0.35%) : starting from... . . .是. . .还是. . . (0.06%) : [be], or
...不仅...而且... (0.30%) : not only, but also . . .只要. . .就. . . (0.06%) : as long as, (then)
...是...还是... (0.27%) : [be], or . . .又. . .又...(0.05%) : both, and
...既...又... (0.25%) : both, also . . .越. . .越. . . (0.03%) : more, more
...既...也... (0.24%) : both, also . . .的话. . .就. . . (0.03%) : ...if, (then)
By themselves一(yı¯) and就(jiu`) can be ambiguous, but as a sequential construction
they work together as a pair in a specific pattern with a relatively fixed meaning. Example
13 shows a short five-character sentence that uses the ...一...就... (. . . yı¯. . . jiu`. . . ) pattern
as a sequential paired construction to mean: ‘. . . no sooner. . . than. . . ’; ‘the moment. . . ’;
‘as soon as. . . ’; ‘once. . . ’
(13) 他一学就会。
he as soon as study then can.
He learned it (the trick) in a jiffy. (Manser, 2009)
He learn. (Google)
In Example 13 it is clear that very little concrete information can be extracted from the
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five characters alone, and there is a lot of inference such as the speed in which the person
learned to do something (in this case - a trick). To identify both the ‘trick’ and ‘speed’
would require additional contextual information.
The overarching pattern for the ...一...就... (. . . yı¯. . . jiu`. . . ) construct is fairly simple:
...一VPa就 VPb
The 一(. . . yı¯. . . ) should come immediately before the prepositional phrase and/or
verb or verb phrase (Ross and Sheng Ma, 2006), although it can have some subject infor-
mation that precedes it. In the case of Example 13 a pronoun is used for the subject.
It is possible that by itself the sentence in Example 13, while grammatically correct,
has too much inference for an SMT system to manage and sentences that contain more
information may produce better translations.
The actions in the structure do not have to be related and the subjects in each clause
do not have to be the same, but it is often the case that the second action is as a direct
result of the first.
(14) 一有空位我们就给你打电话。
As soon as have space we then give you make phone.
We’ll call you as soon as there is an opening. (BTEC)
A space that we have to give you a call. (Google)
In Example 14 the SMT system tries to remain closer to the actual order of the given
sentence, but once again misses the ‘as soon as’. If the word order is to be kept close to
the original then a sentence similar to ‘as soon as we have a vacancy (then) we will give
you a call’ could be used.
5.4.2 Linking Clauses Without Discourse Markers (Zero Connectives)
The zero connective (Po-Ching and Rimmington, 2004) is often used to link closely set
clauses where the meaning of the second clause is contextually implied by the meaning of
the first clause. This can be done through repetition, answering, or qualifying conditions
as in Example 15, or for rhythmic balance (Po-Ching and Rimmington, 2010).
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(15) 东西太贵,我不买。
things too expensive, I not buy
If things are too expensive, I won’t buy them. (Po-Ching and Rimmington, 2010)
Too expensive, I do not buy it. (Google)
Having a zero connective is perhaps the ultimate contextual omission. In this case, the
SMT system appears to translate the Chinese word for word rather than actually applying
meaning. The gist of the condition is evident, but the translation is not adequate. Man-
ual insertion of two standard DMs (akin to ‘if’ and ‘then’) into the sentence is actually
required for the SMT system to produce a better output as shown in Example 16.
(16) 如果东西太贵，我就不买(了)。
If things too expensive, I then not buy(le).
If something is too expensive, I do not buy it. (Google)
5.5 Analysis of Chinese and English discourse markers in parallel
corpora
In this Section we perform a quantitative analysis on the usage of DMs in both Chinese
and English (human translation). SMT systems learn translation models primarily from
parallel corpora with examples of translations aligned at the sentence level. The goal of
this analysis is to study whether Chinese markers and their corresponding English markers
appear in sentences that are aligned in parallel corpora. For a given DM, a high percent-
age of aligned sentences containing the marker in both Chinese and English could be an
indication that learning the translation of such a marker from the corpus is potentially fea-
sible. On the other hand, a low percentage of aligned sentences containing both Chinese
and English markers could be an indication that the markers might be dropped or trans-
lated using different linguistic constructs, making the learning of SMT models a more
difficult task.
Given that we start the analysis with Chinese DMs, a question that arises is how to find
their corresponding English DMs. Each of the given DMs (Tables 7 and 8) is relatively
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Table 9: Frequencies of six Chinese DMs and their
corresponding translations in parallel corpora.
Chinese
Marker
Occurrence rate
in Chinese (%)
Occurrence rate in
human translation
(%)
Appear in both the
Chinese and
English
translation (%)
BTE FBIS UN TED BTE FBIS UN TED BTE FBIS UN TED
因为(because) 0.25 1.39 1.24 4.72 0.20 1.01 0.48 3.92 80 73 39 83
如果(if) 1.18 1.30 1.05 4.32 1.15 1.09 0.76 3.84 89 84 72 89
因此(consequently) 0.02 1.19 1.70 1.24 0.02 0.83 1.09 1.07 100 70 64 86
但是(but) 1.10 1.01 0.81 3.58 1.07 0.89 0.54 3.19 97 88 67 89
而且(moreover) 0.13 0.85 1.04 1.47 0.13 0.59 0.69 1.15 100 69 66 78
虽然(although) 0.02 0.80 0.16 0.36 0.02 0.65 0.15 0.15 100 81 94 42
common, but can naturally have variance in the associated translations. For example, a
strong link has already been suggested between 因为(yı¯nwe`i) and ‘because’, but there
are numerous comparable ways of uttering or writing ‘because’ such as: ‘in light of’,
‘for this reason’, ‘as a result of’ (Macmillan) (Roget’s Thesauraus). For this section,
interchangeable values are classed as variance rather than ambiguity. Ambiguity is taken
to mean a word that has numerous different functions as per the individual characters ‘一’
yı¯ and ‘就’ jiu` as discussed.
Table 9 shows the occurrence percentages of six frequently used Chinese DMs in the
four corpora. The first column shows the Chinese DM with its commonly associated
English equivalent. Column two shows the occurrence rate of the Chinese marker in
sentences across the corpora. Column three shows the occurrence rate where a directly
equivalent English DM (with variance included) is used in the parallel translations (e.g.
因为= ‘because’ or a variant of ‘because’); that is, for each set of sentences with a given
Chinese DM, a subset is formed from the parallel translations of the sentences. The
percentages in column three show the size of the resulting subsets compared to the size
of the whole corpus. The final column shows the percentages of sentences that contain,
within a set, both the Chinese DM along with the equivalent usage of an English DM in
the translation. The percentages in the fourth column can be used as general measure of
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the strength of correlation.21
We note that the source language of our corpora is not always Chinese. For TED it
is English, while for UN it could be any of the six languages. BTEC and FBIS however
consist of segments originally in Chinese, and their translations into English. Therefore
the implications of the numbers in Table 9 will be different for different corpora. For
example, with the source being English for the TED corpus, the tokens in question are
more likely to be explicitly contained within the given sentences. This means, in turn, the
parallel Chinese sentences, which are created during translation, are more likely, where it
makes sense, to contain a higher degree of explicitation than if the situation were reversed.
That is English-Chinese means more instances of DMs and Chinese-English means fewer.
Overall, the numbers show that in short everyday sentences (BTEC) the main DMs
are used as expected (e.g. 因为 maps closely to ‘because’). As the sentences become
more complex and are used at a higher level (FBIS and TED), then the way DMs are
used becomes more fluid. The markers appear to be increasingly omitted or absorbed
into the general meaning of a clause rather than translated directly. As expected with the
UN corpus, where complex language is used and discourse is divided into subsections,
addenda, and annexes, there is even less need for certain markers and there are inevitably
fewer occurrences of items such as ‘if’ and ‘but’.
(17) 这将是一次规模盛大,而且受到广泛国际关注的聚会.
This will be one scale grand, moreover receive wide international attention [DE]
meeting.
This will be a grand gathering with wide international concern. (FBIS)
This will be a grand scale, but widespread international concern gatherings.
(Google)
In Example 17, the 而且(e´rqieˇ - moreover) is serving as a link that brings together
the qualities of the meeting; that is, it will be on a ‘grand scale’ and will receive ‘wide
21It must be noted that whilst the percentages show trends, there is still a small degree of error where
less common variant phrases may have possibly been used in the parallel translation (e.g. because = this is
down to). Detailed discussion of further variance is beyond the scope of this section and can be considered
in future work. The given percentages are considered to offer a close enough approximation for the related
discussion.
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international attention’. Clearly the human translation is very succinct and does away
with the need for the ‘moreover’ or ‘furthermore’ type link.
For an SMT system to reach a similar translation it would need to be aware of when
to drop the marker, and how to reorder the sentence accordingly. Additionally the char-
acter的[DE], a structural particle often used for modifying nouns, adds complication as
grammatically it implies that the described qualities (scale and attention) belong to the
meeting, which is not necessarily an easy connection to automatically recognise.
5.6 Conclusion
Chinese and English both belong to very different language families leading to numerous
structural differences between the two languages including differing word order and the
use of DMs. DMs in particular provide a level of lexical cohesion between phrases and
clauses, but are not always utilised adequately during the automated translation process.
This means that sentential positioning is often incorrect and certain words are frequently
omitted leading to unclear translations with a loss of context and information.
In many cases Chinese discourse has significant subject inference carried across clauses
and sentences leading to contextual omission of many items (often pronouns) within a
sentence. Example 18 shows a modified version of Example 11 where the pronoun and
second marker have been manually inserted into the Chinese sentence. With the extra
information Bing returns a better translation, highlighting the importance of preserving
DMs and contextual information.
(18) 他因为病了,所以他没来上课。(modified version of Example 11)
he because ill, so he not come class. (extra ‘he’ and ‘so’ in the 2nd clause)
Because he was sick, he didn’t come to class.
He is ill, so he did not come to class. (Bing)
In the case of paired DMs, especially with the 一(yı¯) and 就(jiu) structure, the SMT
systems struggled with inference and disambiguation, often failing to spot the ‘as soon
as’ relation.
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Chapter 6
6 Improving Translation of Discourse Connectives and
Discourse Relations in SMT
We have established that DMs are essential, widely used cohesive devices that connect
segments of utterances or written text. We have also established that across different
languages there is much divergence in their usage, placement, and frequency (Chapter 5).
Ultimately this is still considered to be a major problem for MT and for SMT is particular.
Here we present an examination of the difficulties around translating DMs in SMT
and we also detail aspects of modelling cohesive devices within sentences. Initial exper-
iments showed promising results for building a prediction model that uses linguistically
inspired features to help improve word alignments with respect to the implicit use of co-
hesive devices, which in turn leads to improved translations. Part 6.1.1 outlines the initial
motivation and research as seen in the preliminary corpus analysis (Chapter 5). It covers
examples that highlight various problems with the translation of (implicit) DMs, leading
to an initial intuition. Section 6.1.2 looks at experiments and word alignment issues fol-
lowing a deeper corpus analysis and discusses how the intuition led towards developing
the methodology used to study and improve word alignments. It also includes the results
of the experiments that show positive gains in BLEU. Section 6.1.3 provides an outline of
future considerations.
Building on the items detailed in Section 6.1 we create a prediction model that aims
to predict where we can insert a representatives token to improve word alignments and
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allow the MT system to leverage the extra information. The entire methodology of this
process is discussed in Section 6.2 with the subsequent related experiments being detailed
in Section 6.3.
Automatic Evaluation It is worth noting that BLEU is our main evaluation metric used
to evaluate MT output quality. Although it lacks the specific ability to evaluate attempts to
address a given linguistic phenomenon correctly, it is a widely accepted evaluation tool.
Also an improvement in the BLEU score should be representative of improved transla-
tions as a whole. In addition, as automatic evaluation will not capture all the linguistic
phenomena that we wish to examine, it is anticipated that a certain level of manual in-
spection and evaluation is required hence our development of significant visualisation
tools (Chapter 7).
6.1 Modelling Discourse Markers in Chinese Sentences
In Chapter 5 we presented an overview of our initial corpus analysis, which led to our
finding useful motivating examples that showed deficiencies in how SMT systems trans-
late DMs. Here we build upon that work looking more deeply into an extended corpus
analysis and ways in which we can model DMs in Chinese.
6.1.1 Motivation
This section draws attention to deficiencies caused from under-utilising discourse infor-
mation and examines divergences in the usage of DMs. The final part of this section
outlines the intuition gained from the given examples and highlights the approach to be
undertaken for modelling DMs in Chinese. For our deep corpus analysis, research, and
experiments three main parallel corpora are used (listed in Section 4.1.1):
• Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC)
• Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) Corpus
• Ted Talks Corpus (TED)
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In Chapter 5 we showed, through an initial corpus analysis, that Chinese uses a rich
array of DMs including: simple conjunctions, composite conjunctions, and zero connec-
tives, which can cause problems for current SMT approaches.
We also showed (through Examples 11 and 12) concrete translation output that high-
lighted difficulties the MT systems had with DMs. For example, both of the examples
showed ‘because’ (因为) being used in different ways. In each case the automated trans-
lations fall short. In Example 11 the dropped (implied) pronoun in the second clause is
thought to be the problem, whilst in Example 12 significant reordering is needed, which
is hard to capture from a single sentence. By itself the sentence appears somewhat ex-
ophoric and the meaning cannot necessarily be gleaned from the single segment of text
alone. Example 14 in Chapter 5 also introduced the ‘一’ and ‘就’ (‘as soon as’) construct,
and showed how SMT systems found it difficult to process.
(19) 她一回来我就让她给你打电话。
she as soon as returns I then get her give you phone call.
I’ll tell her to call you as soon as she returns. (BTEC)
In Example 19 (as with Example 14) the characters ‘一’ and ‘就’ are working together
as coordinating markers in the form: ...一VPa就 VPb.
Figure 222 shows a visualisation of the WA for the ‘as soon as’ sentence given in
Example 19. In the image it is immediately obvious that the Fast-Align tool failed to map
the ‘as soon as ... then’ structure to ...一... 就... . That is, columns 7, 8, 9, which represent
‘as soon as’ in the English have no alignment points whatsoever. Yet, in this case, all
three items should be aligned to the single element ‘一’ which is on row 1 on the Chinese
side. Additionally, the word ‘returns’ (column 11), which is currently aligned to ‘一’ (row
1) should in fact be aligned to ‘回来’ (return/come back) in row 2. This misalignment
could be a direct side-effect of having no alignment for ‘as soon as’ in the first place.
Consequently, the knock-on effect of poor word alignment, especially around markers, as
in this case, will lead to the overall generation of poorer translation rules.
22The boxes with a ‘#’ inside are the alignment points and each coloured block (large or small) is a
minimal-biphrase. See Chapter 7.
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Figure 2: A visualisation of Fast-Align word alignments for the given parallel sentence
(Chinese-English), showing a non-alignment of ‘as soon as’.
(20) 他因为病了,所以他没来上课。
he because ill, so he not come class.
Because he was sick, he didn’t come to class.
He is ill, so he did not come to class. (Bing)
Example 18 in Chapter 5 (shown again here in Example 20) highlights how manually
inserting an extra ‘so’(所以) and ‘he’ (他) in the second clause of the Chinese sentence
improves the translation output. Grammatically these extra characters are not required for
the Chinese to make sense. However, the interesting point is that the extra information
(namely ‘so’ and ‘he’) has enabled the system to produce a much better final translation.
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From the given examples (both here and in Chapter 5) it appears that both implici-
tation and the use of specific DM structures can cause problems when generating auto-
mated translations. The highlighted issues suggest that making markers (and possibly,
by extension, pronouns) explicit, more information becomes available, which can support
the extraction of word alignments. Although making implicit markers explicit can seem
unnatural and even unnecessary for human readers (Example 20), it does follow that if the
word alignment process is made easier by this explicitation it will lead to better overall
translation rules and ultimately better translation quality.
6.1.2 Experiments and Word Alignments
This section examines our research and experiments used to measure the extent of the
difficulties caused by DMs. In particular the focus is on automated word alignments
and problems around implicit and misaligned DMs. The work discussed in Section 6.1.1
highlighted the importance of improving word alignments, and especially how missing
alignments around markers can lead to the generation of poorer rules.
Before progressing onto the experiments an initial baseline system was produced ac-
cording to detailed criteria (Chiang, 2007; Saluja et al., 2014). The initial system was cre-
ated using the ZH-EN data from the BTEC parallel corpus (Paul, 2009) (Section 6.1.1).
Fast-Align is used to generate the word alignments and the CDEC decoder (Dyer et al.,
2010) is used for rule extraction and decoding. The baseline and subsequent systems
discussed here are hierarchical phrase-based systems for Chinese to English translation.
Once the alignments were obtained the next step in the methodology was to examine
the misalignment information to determine the occurrence of implicit markers. A variance
list was created23 that could be used to cross-reference discourse markers with appropriate
substitutable words (as per Table 5). Each DM was then examined in turn (automatically)
to look at what it had been aligned to. When the explicit English marker was perceived to
be aligned correctly, then no change was made. If the marker was aligned to an unsuitable
word, then an artificial marker was placed into the Chinese in the nearest free space to
23The variance list is initially created by filtering good alignments and bad alignments by hand and using
both on-line and off-line (bi-lingual) dictionaries/resources.
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DM BTEC FBIS TED
if 25.70% 40.75% 23.35%
then 21.00% 50.85 % 40.47%
because 23.95% 32.80% 16.48%
but 29.40% 39.90% 27.08%
Table 10: Misalignment information for the 3 corpora.
System DEV TST
BTEC-Dawn (baseline) 34.39 35.02
BTEC-Dawn (if) 34.60 35.03
BTEC-Dawn (then) 34.69 35.04
BTEC-Dawn (but) 34.51 35.21
BTEC-Dawn (because) 34.41 35.02
BTEC-Dawn (all) 34.53 35.46
Table 11: BLEU scores for the experimental systems.
that word. Finally, if the marker was not aligned at all then an artificial marker was
inserted into the nearest free space by number24. A percentage of misalignments25 across
all occurrences of individual markers was also calculated.
Table 10 shows the misalignment percentages for the four given DMs across the three
corpora. The average sentence length in the BTEC Corpus is eight tokens, in the FBIS
corpus it is 30 tokens, and in the TED corpus it is 29 tokens. The scores show that there
is a wide variance in the misalignments across the corpora, with FBIS consistently having
the highest error rate.
Initially tokens were inserted for single markers at a time, but then finally with tokens
for all markers inserted simultaneously. Table 11 shows the BLEU scores for all the
experiments. The first few experiments showed improvements over the baseline of up to
+0.30, whereas the final one showed good improvements of up to +0.44.
24The inserts are made according to a simple algorithm, and inspired by the examples in Section 3.
25A non-alignment is not necessarily a bad alignment. For example: ‘正反’ = ‘positive and negative’,
with no ‘and’ in the Chinese. In this case a non-alignment for ‘and’ is acceptable.
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Figure 3: Visualisation of word alignments showing no alignment for ‘then’ in column 3.
After running the experiments the visualisation of a number of word alignments (as
per Figures 2, 3, 4) were examined and a single example of a ‘then’ sentence was chosen
at random. Figure 3 shows the word alignments for a sentence from the baseline system,
and Figure 4 shows the word alignments for the same sentence, but with an artificial
marker automatically inserted for the unaligned ‘then’. To achieve the latter, Fast-Align
is retrained after making inserts.
The differences between the word alignments in the figures are subtle, but positive.
For example, in Figure 4 more of the question to the left of ‘then’ is captured correctly.
Moreover, to the right of ‘then’, ‘over’ has now been aligned quite well to ‘那边’ (over
there) and ‘to’ has been aligned to ‘请到’ (please - go to). Perhaps most significantly
though is that the mish-mash of alignments to ‘washstand’ in Figure 3 has now been
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Figure 4: Visualisation of word alignments showing the artificial marker ‘<then>’ and a
smoother overall alignment.
replaced by a very good alignment to ‘盥洗盆’ (washbasin/washstand) showing an overall
smoother alignment. These preliminary findings indicate that there is plenty of scope for
further positive investigation and experimentation.
6.1.3 Modelling Cohesive Devices Within Sentences
Having addressed the limitations of current SMT approaches, the focus has moved on to
looking at cohesive devices at the sentential level.
Even at the sentence level there exists a local context, which produces dependencies
between certain words. The cohesion information within the sentence can hold vital clues
for tasks such as pronoun resolution, and so it is important to try to capture it.
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Simply looking at the analysis in Section 6.1.2 provides insight into which other av-
enues should be explored, including:
• Expanding the number of DMs to capture complex markers (e.g. as soon as).
• Improving the variance list to capture more variant translations of marker words. It
is also important here to include automated filtering for difficult DMs (e.g. cases
where ‘and’ or ‘so’ are not being used as specific markers can perhaps make them
more difficult to align).
• Developing better insertion algorithms to produce an improved range of insertion
options, and reduce damage to existing word alignments.
• Looking at using alternative/additional evaluation metrics and tools to replace or
complement BLEU. This could produce more targeted evaluation that is better at
picking up on individual linguistic components such as DMs and pronouns.
However, the final aim is to work towards a true prediction model using parallel data
as a source of annotation. Creating such a model can be hard mono-lingually, whereas
a bilingual corpus can be used as a source of additional implicit annotation or indeed a
source of additional signals for discourse relations. The prediction model should make
the word alignment task easier (either through guiding the process or adding constraints),
which in turn will generate better translation rules and ultimately should improve MT.
The ultimate aim is to use bilingual data as a source of additional clues for a prediction
model of Chinese implicit markers, which can, for instance, guide and improve the word
alignment process leading to the generation of better rules and smoother translations.
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6.2 Working Toward a Prediction Model for Improving the Transla-
tion of Discourse Markers for Chinese into English
In MT implicitation can occur when elements such as DMs and pronouns are not expected
or mandatory in the source language, but need to be realised in the target language for a
coherent translation (as highlighted in Section 6.1). These ‘implicit’ elements can be seen
as both a barrier to MT and an important source of information. However, identifying
where such elements are needed and producing them are non-trivial tasks. Here we ex-
amine the effect of implicit elements on MT and propose methods to identify and make
them explicit. As a starting point, we use human translated and aligned data to decide
where to insert place holders for these elements.
We then fully automate this process by devising a prediction model to decide if and
where implicit elements should occur and be made explicit.
Our experiments compare SMT models built with and without these explicitation pro-
cesses. Models built on data marked for discourse elements show substantial improve-
ments over the baseline.
6.2.1 Introduction
One of the main challenges in MT is to model the multitude of intrinsic differences that
occur between the source and target languages. The problem is even more critical when
considering distant language pairs such as Chinese and English. Chinese, for example,
has a flexible grammar, relatively free word order (Gao, 2008), and is a prolific ‘pro-drop’
language (Huang, 1989). In addition, the application of cohesive devices (e.g. conjunc-
tions) is one of the most prominent features that distinguishes Chinese and English (Wu,
2014). For instance, implicit links (i.e. the absence of explicit markers) are very com-
mon in Chinese and where a relation is not made explicit it can be inferred from context.
However, in MT producing the correct explicit information on the target language when it
is not required on the source language poses a significant barrier that often leads to poor
quality automated translations.
In Chapter 5 and Section 6.1 we gave examples of problems caused by DMs and their
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usage. In addition we showed that by inserting some ‘token’ markers we could improve
WA information, which in turn led to smoother translations.
Here we examine some of the effects that implicit elements have on MT. We also
implement methods for recovering some of the inferred information by inserting explicit
place holder tokens into the source data to help inform the automatic alignment and de-
coding processes. We create an initial benchmark using human translations and oracle
alignments (correct word alignments provided by human experts), which we then try to
automate using a classifier to predict if and where to insert place holder tokens.
Our primary results show a significant improvement over the baseline models with no
place holders for discourse elements (+1 in BLEU) and are close to those obtained with
annotations derived from manually produced translations and alignments.
The remainder of this Chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.2.2 explains in detail
how we built our benchmark corpus based on datasets translated and word-aligned by
humans. Section 6.2.3 details our methods used for finding implicit elements and inserting
place holder tokens into our data. We also discuss our initial work on building a prediction
model. Our experiments, set-up and results are outlined and discussed in Section 6.3.
Finally, Section 6.3.4 presents our conclusions and potential directions for future work.
6.2.2 A Benchmark Corpus
Here we describe the pre-processing of a benchmark corpus using human translated and
aligned data, which we then use to build and evaluate approaches to make discourse ele-
ments explicit.
The Data The data used to build our benchmark corpus came from sections of the Gale
Project provided by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)26 catalogue27. Each section
consists of manually translated sentences from news and web broadcasts and contains or-
acle (i.e. produced by expert linguists) word alignments, as well as additional annotations
signalling items such as non translated elements and other metadata.
26https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
27LDC2012T16, LDC2012T20, LDC2012T24, LDC2013T05, LDC2013T23, LDC2014T25,
LDC2015T04, LDC2015T18, LDC2015T06
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Our final corpus is made up of a total of 43693 usable parallel aligned sentences28
consisting of approximately 1.23M English words and 955K Chinese words:
• GALE Chinese-English Word Alignment and Tagging – Broadcast Training Parts
1-4. Total = 19621 usable sentences.
• GALE Chinese-English Word Alignment and Tagging Training – Newswire and
Web Parts 1-4. Total = 17966 usable sentences.
• GALE Chinese-English Parallel Aligned Treebank – Training. Total = 6106 usable
sentences.
Building the Sentences Example 21 shows a typical sentence in its original format. The
Chinese is character segmented and the English is space delimited. The word alignments
reflect the positions (indexes starting with 1) of source and target and contain additional
annotations.
(21) (Sp1)从那时开始这里就成了香港的一个禁区。
(Sp1) Since then , this area has become a prohibited zone in Hong Kong .
19-15(FUN) 17-10(SEM) 7,8-5[DET],6(GIS) 9[COO]-(NTR) 12,13-13,14(SEM)
18-11(SEM) 14[DEP]-12(PDE) 2,5,6-2(FUN) 3,4-3(SEM)
10,11[TEN]-7[TEN],8(GIS)
15,16[MEA]-9(GIF) -4[COO](NTR) -1[MET](MTA) 1[MET]-(MTA)
The separate parts are combined to create a parallel aligned sentence for each line of our
corpus. The Chinese segments were segmented into their more common forms typically
found in Chinese dictionaries. For instance, ‘这 里’, which has a space between the
characters, becomes ‘这里’, with no space (‘this area’ - in the case of this sentence).
This step was performed using the Stanford Chinese Segmenter (Chang et al., 2008);
28Some sentences had no alignments and so were unusable and consequently removed.
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(Chang et al., 2009c); (Tseng et al., 2005). The word alignments were then adjusted to
accommodate the changes.
The final stage of the process involves removing the meta-data and additional annota-
tions in order to match other common word alignment formats. Multiple alignments are
split into separate alignment points and then reordered to improve readability. Example
22 is the final version of Example 21 and shows the typical format of the sentences in our
corpus.
(22) 从那时开始这里就成了香港的一个禁区。||| since then , this area has
become a prohibited zone in hong kong . ||| 0-0 1-1 2-0 3-3 3-4 5-5 5-6 6-5 6-6
7-11 7-12 8-10 9-7 10-7 11-8 11-9 12-13
6.2.3 Explicitation Methods
In this section we first outline the process of recovering the implicit information and
inserting tokens into our corpus using a heuristic method based on word alignment infor-
mation. The main goal of such a method is to produce training data for a fully automated
method. We then outline our initial fully automated method to predict implicit elements
in the data without resorting to word alignment information.
A Heuristic Method to Recover Implicit Elements Here we outline the method of
using data from a parallel corpus to identify and target the missing elements. This method
relies on word alignments (oracle or automated) to gain knowledge of where the unaligned
elements occur in the corpus. This method is suitable for building training corpora, for
gaining insight on where implicitation may occur in the data, and for demonstrating the
potential impact of making implicit information explicit. However, it cannot be used
in practice at decoding time, as translations for the test set (and thus word alignment
information) will not be available (they will need to be generated).
To mark implicit elements, we first POS tag29 the corpus. In this process sentence a)
is transformed into sentence b) as shown in Example 23:
29For all POS tagging tasks (Chinese and English) we use the Stanford Log-Linear Part-Of-Speech Tag-
ger (Toutanova et al., 2003).
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(23) a)自然资源相对缺乏，
||| natural resources are relatively scarce .
||| 0-0 1-1 2-3 3-4 4-5
b) 自然#NN 资源#NN 相对#AD 缺乏#VV ，#PU
||| natural JJ resources NNS are VBP relatively RB scarce JJ . .
||| 0-0 1-1 2-3 3-4 4-5
The next step retrieves the positions of all the words on the English side that have no cor-
responding alignment on the Chinese side. In sentence a) the word ‘are’ (index position
2) is not aligned to any Chinese counterpart. This can be tagged in one of many ways:
i) are VBP30 (both the word and its POS type)
ii) VBP (a more general POS category token)
iii) are (just the word)
iv) <TOK> (a hold all general place holder token)
Once the element is tagged it is inserted into the Chinese segment. In order to do
this, each side of the element is examined to find the nearest aligned English neighbour.
The tagged element is then placed, as a token, next to the Chinese counterpart of said
neighbour. If both neighbours are equally close, the left neighbour is given preference.
In this case ‘resources’ (position 1) and ‘relatively’ (position 3) are aligned to ‘资源’
(resources) and ‘相对’ (relatively), respectively, on the Chinese side. The token is hence
inserted immediately after the alignment point for its left neighbour (‘资源’, resources).
Everything to the right of the insertion then moves over. Sentence c) shows the final result
after the insertion of the token using the markup in i):
(24) c)自然资源 are VBP 相对缺乏，||| natural resources are relatively scarce .
A quick check, showed that inserting the word ‘are’ (with the POS tag removed) into the
sentence improves the automated translation31 (Example 25 is the original, and Example
26 is the modified sentence).
30 VBP = Verb, non-3rd person singular present.
31Google Translate (https://translate.google.co.uk/)
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Table 12: The words and POS elements used in our experiments (Section 6.3).
POS description Word coupled with POS tag Counts
Coordinating conjunctions and CC, or CC, but CC 13373
Personal pronouns it PRP, you PRP, they PRP, (s)he PRP 9672
Subordinating conjunction if IN, because IN 1037
V erb singular present ‘s VBZ (3rd per), are VBP (non-3rd per) 915, 171
(25) 自然资源相对缺乏，
natural resources are relatively scarce . (Human Translation)
Relative lack of natural resources, (MT)
(26) 自然资源 are相对缺乏，(token replaced with the relevant word)
natural resources are relatively scarce . (Human Translation)
Natural resources are relatively scarce, (MT)32
Choosing Insertions Depending on test criteria there are a number of options to con-
sider when making the insertions. Firstly, a choice has to be made as to what POS types
to make insertions for (hence the POS tagging step). We can choose to make insertions
for every element with no alignment or we can, for example, exclude certain elements,
such as punctuation.
For this work we chose to include a specific subset of elements based on the discussion
in Section 6.2.1. Table 12 shows a representative list of the POS tagged elements, with
their corresponding Penn Treebank descriptions, and POS category frequency counts, that
we used in our experiments (Section 6.3). The first three rows relate to our primary focus
on DMs and pronouns, whereas the final row includes two elements that are often linked
with the pronouns (e.g. ‘it’s’ in Example 27, Section 6.3.3). The final decision on which
elements to include was made based upon frequency counts.
With different corpora and languages it may be necessary to experiment with the num-
ber and type of tags to include. Some tags may be aligned more often in one language,
32This still holds when tested on Google Translate in July 2019. It appears that having the correct ‘are’
token enables the model to leverage extra information. An incorrect token breaks the translation.
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Table 13: Highlighting the differences between insertions of tokens based on oracle and
automated alignments.
Tokens Oracle alignments Automated alignments
and CC 12350 5015
or CC 554 95
the DT 1160 33751
but less often in another. In addition, the method or software used to process the word
alignments may also give different results. For our training split of the dataset, using
the oracle word alignments, ‘and CC’ was inserted 12350 times across 41693 sentences,
whilst ‘or CC’ was only inserted 554 times. Insertions were made for the POS groups in
Table 12 in over 26000 (63%) of the sentences.
Thus far, the focus has been on insertions being made using oracle word alignments.
However, we also experimented with automated word alignments, where we created an
equivalent corpus using the same insertion rules, but with inserts made based on align-
ments extracted by Fast-Align (Dyer et al., 2013). Counts for insertions made on the
same corpus, but using Fast-Align alignments, vary considerably. For example, ‘and CC’
has 5015 insertions (previously 12350) whilst ‘or CC’ has 95 (previously 554). Table 13
shows the difference in frequency of insertions made for ‘and CC’, ‘or CC’, and ‘the DT’
using the oracle alignments and automated alignments, respectively.
The word ‘the DT’ is included in Table 13 as an additional observation (to be explored
in future work) because it does not have a direct equivalent in Chinese. In the GALE
corpus ‘the’ is often merged with the noun it is restricting or modifying. For instance,
‘城市’ (‘city’) is actually aligned to ‘the city’. This method is formally applied to the
function words: ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘an’, ‘this’, ‘that’ (Li et al., 2009).
Conversely, Fast-Align makes no such distinctions. As a result, when making inser-
tions using the oracle alignments, insertions for ‘the DT’ were made 1160 times. When
performing insertions on the same data, but using Fast-Align alignments, insertions for
‘the DT’ were made on 33751 occasions (roughly 29 times as many). This highlights yet
another major difficulty for automatic word alignment tools.
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6.2.4 A Method to Predict Implicit Elements
Section 6.2.3 showed that by using heuristics based on word alignments we can locate
specific unaligned elements in a sentence. These methods cannot be used for unseen test
data at translation time. Our ultimate aim is to use our data with insertions made using
this method to train a classifier that predicts whether or not an insertion should occur after
a word in a given Chinese sentence, without resorting to any information on the English
side.
For our initial model we use CRFsuite (Okazaki, 2007) and our training set of 41693
sentences (annotated automatically with insertions) to build a prediction model, treating
the problem as a sequence labelling task. The test set is made up of 1000 sentences
(annotated in the same way for evaluation purposes) that do not appear in the training set.
Individual sentences are converted into a sequence of tokens (one per line) and each is
attached to its POS category and a label signalling whether it precedes an insert or not.
As an example the first word from the sentence discussed in Section 6.2.3 would be placed
into a file like so: 自然#NN #NN NON .
A template file is then used to describe each word with a number of features. For
our initial experiments, the following simple features for each word in the sentence were
extracted:
• the preceding two individual words and the following two individual words
• a bigram including the word itself and the word immediately to the left
• a bigram including the word itself and the word immediately to the right
• POS tags for the preceding two words and the following two words
• POS bigrams for the preceding two words through to the following two words
• POS trigrams for the preceding two words (and the word itself) through to the fol-
lowing two words (e.g. POS[-2] | POS[-1] | POS[0] = #DT | #LB | #NN).
The performance of the model is measured using precision and recall. For our test set
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that contains 598 insertions, our model labelled 123 (21%) elements as ’PRE’ (preceding
an insert), with a precision of 84%.
As these are early tests the results are promising, but our future work will need to
address two main issues: Firstly, we are currently only predicting 21% of the implicit
elements and it is anticipated that experimenting with feature extraction will yield better
results. Secondly, we are currently only tagging whether a word precedes an implicit
element or not (i.e. no distinction between words).
6.3 Experiments with SMT
In this section we provide experiments using our corpora annotated as per Section 6.2.3
to build SMT systems. The overall aim is to compare SMT systems built and tested with
raw parallel data against SMT systems where the source side of the corpus is annotated
with place holder information. The corpus annotations are derived from either oracle or
automated word alignments. Predicted annotations (Predicted Inserts) in the source of
the test set are produced through a fully automated process, using a classifier trained on
oracle alignments. This section also provides a number of examples highlighting how
some translations have changed either for better or worse.
6.3.1 Settings and Methodology
Our SMT systems are built using the corpus described in Section 6.2.2. CDEC (Dyer
et al., 2010) is used for rule extraction and decoding following the hierarchical phrase-
based approach (Chiang, 2007) for Chinese-English translation. We use BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) as the metric to evaluate the systems. For consistency, default parameters are
used during different builds with the only change being the source of the word alignments.
We perform the same experiments twice, with two different splits of the corpus. For
each experiment, the corpus is first randomly shuffled. The development and test sets
(dev and tst in the table) are then created using the first 2000 sentences (1000 for each) in
the shuffled corpus, while the training set is made up of the remaining 41693 sentences.
For an oracle build, all sets (dev, tst, and training) include the human created alignments,
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whereas for the full automated build, Fast-Alignment (FA) alignments are used. Once the
alignment points are added to the sets, each individual sentence has the format shown in
Example 22 (Section 6.2.2).
Each experiment consists of five builds:
• Oracle: an SMT system built using oracle alignments (no insertions).
• Baseline FA: a baseline SMT system using Fast-Align (FA) (no insertions).
• Oracle+Inserts: an oracle SMT system with insertions made using heuristics based
on oracle alignments.
• FA+Inserts: an automated SMT system with insertions made using heuristics based
on Fast-Align alignments.
• Predicted Inserts: an SMT system with insertions made by a classifier using oracle
alignments for training the classifier.
Two scores are produced for each of the five builds per experiment, one for the devel-
opment set and one for the test set.
6.3.2 Results
Table 14 shows BLEU scores for the different experiments with the two different splits
of the data. In all cases our experiments have shown that having insertions has a strong
positive effect on the scores.
As expected, out of all systems, the Oracle builds perform the best. However, the
builds using inserts and Fast-Align (FA+Inserts) show a compelling improvement of up
to 1.38 BLEU points over the baseline (Baseline FA) on the test sets. Similarly, the
Oracle builds with inserts (Oracle+Inserts) show a convincing improvement over the plain
Oracle builds. More noteworthy is the fact that modest but credible improvements of up
to 0.44 are made with our fully automated builds (Predicted Inserts) over the baseline
(Baseline FA).
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Table 14: Examples of the benchmark, baseline, and insertion scores.
(Experiment A) (Experiment B)
Build Type BLEU Build Type BLEU
Oracle (dev) 17.81 Oracle (dev) 18.54
Oracle (tst) 18.34 Oracle(B) (tst) 18.59
Baseline FA (dev) 16.59 Baseline FA (dev) 17.16
Baseline FA (tst) 16.76 Baseline FA (tst) 17.02
Oracle+Inserts (dev) 18.62 Oracle+Inserts (dev) 19.37
Oracle+Inserts (tst) 19.11 Oracle+Inserts(tst) 19.38
FA+Inserts (dev) 17.80 FA+Inserts (dev) 18.08
FA+Inserts (tst) 18.00 FA+Inserts (tst) 18.40
Predicted Inserts (dev) 16.95 Predicted Inserts (dev) 17.42
Predicted Inserts (tst) 17.20 Predicted Inserts (tst) 17.41
6.3.3 Going Beyond BLEU Scores - an Overview of the Output Sentences
BLEU by itself does not give information about what improvements have been made and
why, so here we provide some examples taken from our translations, to show the changes.
Upon manual inspection of our test translations we noted that a large negative factor was
the abundance of out of vocabulary (OOV) words - a possible side effect of the limited
sized corpus we used.
Each of the following examples is taken from translations produced by our SMT sys-
tems built using inserts based on Fast-Align (FA+Inserts) and has four distinct parts:
i the original sentence (source and target);
ii the source with (automatic) insertions (if any) that appear in the sentence;
iii our (FA+Inserts) system translation (with inserts in the source data);
iv baseline translation (no inserts in the source data).
In each case the ideal output is for item 3 to be a good coherent sentence that closely
maps to the target sentence in item 1 and is smoother than the baseline translation shown
in item 4.
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(27) i 因为便宜。||| because it ’s cheap .
ii 因为it PRP ’s VBZ便宜。
iii because it ’s cheaper .
iv because cheaper .
(28) i 就说这个人长得像猴子。||| say, this person looks like a monkey.33
ii No direct insertions made in this sentence
iii that is to say this person looks like a monkey .
iv that is to say , who looks like a monkey .
(29) i 这次会谈主要讨论三国在经贸文化等领域的合作，没有涉及历
史问题。||| the meeting focused on the three nations ’ cooperation in
economy , trade and culture , and did not touch on any history problems .
ii 这次会谈主要讨论三国在经贸and CC文化等领域的合
作，and CC 没有涉及历史问题。
iii this meeting primarily discuss cooperation in the fields of economics and
trade, culture, in the three countries , and there is no problem involved in
history.
iv talks this time will primarily discuss cooperation in areas such as economics
and trade , culture , the three countries have on the issue of history .
33The reference sentence is quite poor here.
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(30) 34
i 后来又说学生会人太少，没精力。||| later he said the student
association had no energy due to a shortage of hands .
ii 后来he PRP又说学生会人太少，没精力。
iii later , he also said that the student association people . no , energy .
iv later , people will also said that students太少 , i did n’t energy .
(31) i 中朝友谊已经成为双方共同的宝贵财富。||| the friendship between
china and north korea has become a precious treasure for the two sides .
ii 中朝and CC友谊已经成为双方共同的宝贵财富。
iii north korea and friendship has become the peoples of both sides together .
iv the friendship between china and north korea has become a precious wealth
of both sides together .
In Examples 27-30 the sentences translated using data containing inserts are generally
much better than the baseline translations. Having inserts appears to affect the overall
alignment and decoding process (e.g. weights), so even those sentences without inserts
within the actual sentence boundary itself (Example 28) often still show improvements.
Occasionally, having inserts did not help. In Example 31, the baseline translation
is clearly better. The insert appears to cause degradation, which could be attributed to
conflict with the character pair ‘中朝’ (‘zho¯ng cha´o’). By itself ‘中朝’ already has the
meaning ‘China and North Korea’, but the way it is written here is akin to ‘sino-DPRK
(Democratic People’s Republic of Korea)’. That is, the common forms of each country
(中国 - China, 北朝鲜 - North Korea) have been truncated and used in a specific (less
common) way, which already carries the ‘and’ information within. Essentially, our inser-
tion of ‘and CC’, outside of this tight character pair, introduces extra complexity that is
clearly difficult for the MT system to deal with.
34The original Chinese sentence in example 8 does not contain the phrase ‘shortage of hands’ but rather:
人(people)太少(too few)... An MT system will therefore struggle to produce the actual phrase ‘shortage
of hands’.
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6.3.4 Conclusions
In this section, following a detailed corpus analysis we presented an approach for locating
and tagging implicit elements in a parallel aligned corpus. We applied this information to
an insertion task that placed proxy tokens for implicit elements into the source data. The
data was then used to train SMT systems that were stronger than our baselines.
The source data with the newly inserted elements was also used to train a binary clas-
sifier that ultimately was able to predict where implicit elements should occur on unseen
data. The data was again used to train SMT systems and the results showed improvements
over the baseline.
We faced a barrier with OOV words, which could perhaps be resolved by using a larger
dataset. In addition, we observed a strong variance in how items such as function words
are treated by oracle and automated alignments. Alignment software lacks the judgement
factor of human translation and the gulf in the variance is something that needs to be
addressed, or at least, explored.
We believe it would be worth investigating further how much degradation was intro-
duced into the process similar to that shown in Example 31. Our translation system tried
to add an additional ‘and’ where it wasn’t needed. Finding ways to mitigate this kind of
damage should lead to even better results.
It is worth noting that we only experimented with a relatively simple set of features.
We believe that improving the CRF template and using a wider array of pertinent features
will significantly enhance the prediction model, particularly in terms of recall. This, in
turn, should lead to further improvements in the quality of translations produced by our
SMT systems.
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Chapter 7
7 Visualisation Tools
Due to the nature of our work it has been essential to be able to visualise output of the
various tools we use in a reliable and consistent manner. This includes viewing, at a
granular level, word alignment and metric evaluation output as well as the outputs from
different translation systems themselves.
In addition, we had to be able to visualise all the aforesaid output, rapidly with each
experiment and in a robust manner where we were not reliant on external services or huge
system downloads.
To that end we built, from scratch, two vital tools, which we outline here.
They are:
• WA-Continuum (A word alignment visualisation tool - Section 7.1)
• Vis-Eval (A tool for viewing the output from machine translation systems alongside
the relative metric scores - Section 7.2)
7.1 Visualising Word Alignments
WA between pairs of sentences across languages is a key component of many natural lan-
guage processing tasks. It is commonly used for identifying the translation relationships
between words and phrases in parallel sentences from two different languages. Visualis-
ing WAs has been a key part of our research throughout and so we developed a tool to
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make visualisation of WA much more helpful. Our tool WA-Continuum is designed ex-
clusively for the visualisation of WAs and was initially built to aid research studying WAs
and ways to improve them. WA-Continuum relies on the automated mark-up of WAs,
as typically produced by other WA tools. Different from most previous work, it presents
the alignment information graphically in a WA matrix that can be easily understood by
users, as opposed to text connected by lines. The key features of the tool are the ability to
visualise WA matrices for multiple parallel aligned sentences simultaneously in a single
place (as shown in Chapter 6), coupled with powerful search and selection components to
find and inspect particular sentences as required.
7.1.1 Introduction
Automatically generated WA of parallel sentences, as introduced by the IBM models
(Brown et al., 1990), is a mapping between source words and target words. It plays a vital
role in SMT as the initial step to generate translation rules in most state of the art SMT
approaches. It is also widely classed as a valuable linguistic resource for multilingual text
processing in general.
Accurate WAs form the basis for constructing probabilistic word or phrase-based
translation dictionaries, as well as the generation of more elaborate translation rules, such
as hierarchical or syntax-based rules. As WAs improve, it is expected that the translation
rules also improve, which, in turn, should lead to better MT.
Our research (as highlighted in Chapter 6) involves a careful study and evaluation of
the WA process and aims to develop ways to improve its performance. A substantial part
of evaluating WAs often includes human intervention where candidate WAs produced by
various software are examined. Consequently, tools to display the alignment information
are very important for humans to analyse and readily digest such information.
Various tools have been developed in previous work that enable the visualisation and,
in some cases, direct manipulation of WAs. However, none of these tools meet important
requirements in our research such as being able to examine WAs for tens and even hun-
dreds of sentences simultaneously in a clear format, and being able to search, shuffle, and
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filter those alignments according to desired specific criteria. The WA-Continuum tool was
developed to meet this need. It is implemented in Python and outputs to standard HTML
files, utilising the powerful properties provided by CSS and JavaScript. As the output file
is saved as regular HTML it works with modern web browsers and thus users can make
use of many of the features they provide, such as ‘search and find’.
The WA-Continuum tool is described in detail throughout as follows: Section 7.1.2
gives a brief overview of existing WA visualisation tools. Section 7.1.3 highlights the
technical specification of the WA-Continuum software as well as a number of useful fea-
tures. Section 7.1.5 presents the conclusion along with a brief overview of future devel-
opment plans.
7.1.2 Previous Word Alignment Visualisation Tools
With the continuing attention given to SMT and the overarching importance of WAs,
various tools have been developed that help evaluate and visualise such alignments by
going beyond using text alone. To understand the limitations of text-only visualisation,
consider the following Chinese-English example, where the alignments are given in terms
of the positions of source-target tokens:
(32) 我爱你 ! ||| i love you ! ||| 0-0 1-1 2-2 3-3. (see Figure 5)
For short and simple sentences with numerous 1-to-1 monotone alignments this visu-
alisation style can be sufficient. However, it is certainly not suitable for longer and more
complex sentences that may contain more intricate alignments, as per Example 33.
(33) 你好,我想订两个人的从七月二十七号到三十一号的。||| hello , i ’d like to
make a reservation for two in july from the twenty-seventh through the thirty-first .
||| 0-0 1-0 2-1 3-2 4-3 4-4 4-5 5-6 5-7 5-8 5-9 6-10 9-11 11-12 10-13 12-14 12-15
13-15 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-17 15-18 18-19. (see Figure 6)
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Figure 5: Showing a simple word alignment for the sentence - I love you!
Using our tool to visualise even this simple sentence already shows how much more
intuitive a pictorial representation is. Figure 5 shows the word alignments for the simple
sentence given in Example 32. In this case the word order is identical for both sentences
in both languages, hence the diagonal line. However, seeing it represented pictorially like
this makes the relations very clear.
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Figure 6: Showing how even complex sentence word alignments become easier to under-
stand.
Previous tools include Cairo (Smith and Jahr, 2000) and VisualLIHLA (Caseli et al.,
2008) and have different implementations serving different purposes, but they are usu-
ally presented in one of two main visual styles. The earlier styles show alignments by
matching words in text boxes, across two sentences, using arrows or lines to make the
connections.
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Figure 7: A simple graphical visualisation of WAs for an English-Spanish parallel sen-
tence (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
Figure 8: A simple graphical visualisation of WAs for a German-English parallel sen-
tence. The input has been segmented into phrases (Koehn, 2013).
Figure 7 shows an example of this style, where the words in a parallel English and
Spanish sentence have been aligned. From the example it can be seen clearly which
words map to each other, where reordering occurs (arrows cross), and where phrases are
mapped to single words (e.g. ‘did not’ is mapped to ‘no’).
Figure 8 shows a similar mapping, but this time it places whole phrases within a single
text box and shows both word and phrase alignments. Again, the place where the arrows
cross shows some reordering has occurred. The accuracy of the alignments shown in both
figures is not a concern, as the tools are purely designed for visualisation purposes. The
clarity in how the information is presented, on the other hand, is critical.
The second and perhaps more sophisticated style displays the alignments in a matrix
type grid, where the individual columns of the grid map to single elements (words or
punctuation marks) in one language and the rows do likewise for single elements in the
other language. Figure 9 shows the same parallel sentences as those in Figure 7, but in
the grid style. Single blocks show mappings between individual elements (e.g. ‘Mary’
and ‘Maria’) whereas multiple blocks appearing in the same row or column tend to show
phrases mapping to single words or other phrases (e.g. ‘did not’ maps to ‘no’). As can be
seen from Figures 7, 8, and 9 the same information is presented in two different formats,
both of which are more intuitive than showing text and word position numbers only.
The tools described so far are static and only show visual representations of WAs.
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Figure 9: A graphical visualisation of WAs for the given Spanish-English parallel sen-
tence using the matrix format. The columns represent Spanish words whilst the rows
represent English words (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009).
Tools such as Yawat (Yet Another Word Alignment Tool) (Germann, 2008) and the SWIFT
Aligner (Gilmanov et al., 2014), however, allow the direct manipulation and editing of
WAs via graphical interfaces. Picaro – a simple command-line alignment visualisation
tool (Riesa, 2011) – uses the grid style to display information. It also has an online demo
web page35 that allows for the demonstration of the tool within a browser for a single par-
allel sentence. Although Picaro is a relatively simple tool, the visual presentation of the
grid format on the demonstration web page is clear and is ideal for quickly understanding
WAs. Our research in SMT requires the use of this type of presentation style using the
grid format, but with a few more powerful features. Consequently, we had to develop a
new tool that had extra features, but maintained the visual appeal and simplicity of the
grid format.
7.1.3 Software Features
This section provides an overview of our software including input format and technical
specification, as well as a number of the powerful features that we have been using.
35http://nlg.isi.edu/demos/picaro/
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Input and Technical Specification WA-Continuum is written in Python (version 2.7).
The input commands can be typed directly into the command line on Mac, Linux and
Windows computers or laptops. They can also be passed as arguments in a number of
integrated development environments (IDEs) such as Eclipse36 or Spyder37.
The input for the tool should include at least one aligned parallel sentence arranged in
the following format:
SOURCE ||| TARGET |||WAs.
For example:
我爱你 ||| i love you ||| 0-0 1-1 2-2
Typically though the input will be a text file containing a list of many such aligned
parallel sentences, one per line. The file is read along with an optional user-selected
keyword or key-phrase (e.g. -k ‘hello’ or -k ‘as soon as’), which then only returns sentence
pairs containing that given word or phrase. Once these commands have been provided, the
output is returned as an HTML page, which uses a mixture of HTML, CSS and JavaScript.
The page is then automatically opened in the default web browser. This implementation
has been successfully tested with a number of modern web browsers including Mozilla
Firefox, Internet Explorer 11, Google Chrome, and Opera.
A single web page can show thousands of alignment grids (it has been tested for
10000+ sentences), but despite the fact that the program produces the HTML for the
output very quickly, it takes the browser a while to render the page when thousands of
grids are involved. We have found through testing that up to 1000 grids can be loaded
and rendered fairly quickly (under four seconds on an Intel dual core i3-3220 (3GHZ)
computer with 12GB of RAM running Windows 8.1), and so, for performance, we have
set the current maximum number of grids to 512 as this is usually enough per search for
inspection and evaluation purposes.
A short video showing a demonstration of the WA-Continuum software is available
online, see ‘Downloading the Tool’.
36https://eclipse.org/
37https://github.com/spyder-ide/spyder/releases
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7.1.4 Features
This section provides an overview of the pertinent features that have been developed and
used in our research including: keyword search, phrase search, simple regular expression
searches, viewing phrase pairs (minimal bi-phrases), and utilising useful browser features.
For all the given figures in this section exemplifying the WA-continuum software, the
individual coordinates for each square in the matrices should be read as row number first,
followed by the column number. For Figure 10, the alignment point mapping ‘因为’ to
‘because’ (as highlighted at the top and right hand side) should be read as alignment point
3-5. The three lines of text below each grid show the source language, target language
and WAs as they appear in the input file.
Keyword Searching
As the main aim of the WA-Continuum software is to be able to display clearly WAs
for many sentences (possibly the whole corpus), a keyword search was implemented to
enable users to select sentences to visualise from the input file, for example, for the anal-
ysis of particular constructions such as those using discourse markers.
Figure 10 shows a typical alignment grid returned from using the keyword search ‘be-
cause’. The ‘14’ in the top left of the figure is an indication that it is the 15th38 grid for
‘because’ that appears in the output page. Scrolling up the page will show previous sen-
tences featuring ‘because’, while scrolling down will show subsequent sentences.
Phrase Searching
This is simply an extension of the keyword search, but by enclosing the search term in
quotes it enables the user to input a phrase. For example, a user could easily run the pro-
gram with the search term ‘as soon as’ and only results containing that complete phrase
38The sentence count starts at 0 to keep it consistent with the alignment point numbering, which also
starts at 0.
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Figure 10: An example of a WA grid returned using the keyword search term ‘because’.
The cursor was placed over the alignment point for ‘because’ and ‘因为’ (point 3-5) so
the tokens involved in the alignment are highlighted.
will be returned. If the ‘as soon as’ was typed without the quotes, the tool will return
results for the keyword ‘as’.
It is worth noting here that the keyword/phrase searches also apply to other alpha-
bets/languages in the input file. For example, a user could do a search using either ‘china’
(lower case) or ‘中国’.
Support for Simple Regular Expressions
While keyword and phrase searches are useful tools, if the user is looking for more spe-
cific sentences then they can use searches combined with basic regular expressions (RE).
Figure 11 is an example of WAs returned using the RE search term ‘if.*, then’ which is
being used to examine sentences containing the if/then conditional. Using the RE search
term ‘if.*, then’ matches any sentence that contains: ‘if’ followed by any number of char-
acters (.*) followed by a comma and space and finally a ‘then’. Being able to use REs
makes the search very flexible and helps to pinpoint specific examples.
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Figure 11: A WA grid returned by using the regular expression search term ‘if.*, then’.
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Figure 12: Using the web browser features to search the results. In this case, matches for
‘go to the airport’ are sought.
Using Browser Features
Web browsers often contain many powerful features, but one that is particularly useful
for searching the output of tens or hundreds of grids is the ‘search and find’ function.
Figure 12 shows a browser search for ‘go to the airport’ being performed on all alignment
grids returned by the original command-line keyword search term ‘the’. The figure shows
that the sentence being examined is the fifty-fifth one on the page as well as it being the
second out of eleven containing matches for ‘go to the airport’. The up and down arrows
next to the search term enable the user to jump through the matches on the page with ease.
Finally, the small yellow/orange lines on the right hand side show where the other grids
containing a match appear on the page.
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Figure 13: A WA grid showing a phrase pair mapping of ‘assumes that’ to ‘geht davon
aus , dass’ Koehn (2013).
Phrase Pairs (Minimal Bi-phrases)
(Koehn, 2013) describes the idea of extracting phrase pairs from word alignments for
phrase-based SMT. The reasoning is that if a phrase pair has been identified, it can then
be used as evidence for the translation of future occurrences of the phrase. Figure 13
shows an example where ‘assumes that’ has been mapped to ‘geht davon aus , dass’. Us-
ing this idea we enabled our software to highlight phrase pairs in order to make it easier
to evaluate the WAs, not just for single words, but also for entire phrases. The input file
remains the same, but when the optional ‘-b’ switch, for bi-phrases on, is used in the
command-line then the tool recursively extracts the phrase pairs at runtime and displays
them in the relevant matrices.
Figure 14 shows the first result returned using the phrase search ‘as soon as’ plus
the command-line flag ‘-b’, which highlights phrase pairs. Each single block containing
the hash symbol represents the actual word alignment points, whereas the large block
represents phrase alignments. Phrase alignments will always appear as rectangles and
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Figure 14: A WA grid showing a phrase pair mapping of ‘to call you’ to ‘给你打电话’.
may include blocks that were not originally aligned (coloured, but no hash symbol). In
the context of Figure 14, the English words ‘to call you’ have been mapped as a phrase
to ‘给 你 打 电话’ (literally: ‘give you make phone [call]). In this case, quite a good
translation.
The process to establish a phrase pair works as follows39. If column 5 (‘call’) is
examined it is clear that it contains three mappings to rows 7, 9 and 10 respectively. This
means that in order to use column 5 in a phrase we must include every alignment point
that occurs in the column and by extension those that appear in each of the rows 7, 9 and
10. However, to get from row 7 to row 9 we must also include everything in row 8, and
so it goes on in a recursive process.
The phrase ‘to call you’ uses columns 4, 5 and 6. Column 4 has an alignment point at
row 9 (9-4). Row 9 in turn also has an alignment point with column 5 (9-5), which then
encompasses the other alignment points in column 5 (7-5 and 10-5). As moving through
column 5 includes using row 8 then we must also include all alignment points for that row
39Also see (Koehn, 2017)
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as well, which in this case is in column 6 (8-6). After this, as there are no more alignment
points to consider outside of that block, then the phrase is complete. A similar process is
applied in Figure 13, which is why the ‘ , ’ in column 4 must be included as part of the
phrase ‘geht davon aus , dass’.
Another point worth noting in Figure 14 is that the alignment at point 8-6 (highlighted)
mapping ‘你’ to ‘you’ is in a different colour. The reason for this is that the software has
been developed to show possible phrases/words that may occur within a larger phrase
(nested phrases), as well as being a phrase or single aligned word in its own right. That is,
in this case no other item appears in column 6 or row 8 and so the word alignment could
be extracted in its own right as a mapping between ‘你’ and ‘you’. None of the other
elements that appear in the phrase ‘to call you’ have the same property.
Finally columns 7, 8, 9, and row 2 have no alignment points in them at all. This means
that the alignment software has not found suitable alignments for these elements. Using
the grid format enables one to spot this issue right away. Based on knowledge of Chinese,
we can also quickly spot that the word ‘returns’ (column 11) should be mapped to ‘回来’
(row 2) and ‘as soon as’ (columns 7, 8 and 9) should be mapped to ‘一’ (row 1). These
errors would be much harder to spot when examining the alignments in a text only format.
Other Features
A number of other features are available to the user, including the ability to shuffle the
results, select a range of matrices, and filter the results to include sentences under a certain
length. Extra features such as these are continually being incorporated into the software
as the need arises. Furthermore, as the software is open source and well documented, its
modular design will enable others to develop and extend the tool with relative ease, and
to add further features as required.
Downloading the Tool
WA-Continuum can currently be downloaded from the following location on GitHub:
https://github.com/David-Steele/WA-Continuum.
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A demonstration video showing how to use many of the described features can also
be downloaded from the same repository.
7.1.5 Conclusion
WA-Continuum was designed with one main specific purpose in mind, which is visual-
ising WAs for a large number of sentences at once, making it possible to evaluate them
more efficiently. Software enabling the visualisation of WAs has been developed in pre-
vious work, and offers a myriad of features including manual editing of WAs and text
highlighting. However, none of the tools that we found appeared to offer the full set of
functionalities that were required. WA-Continuum builds on the idea of displaying WAs
in an intuitive matrix style, whilst making the accessing and searching of large volumes
of data a fairly straightforward task.
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7.2 Vis-Eval: Visualising Machine Translation System Outputs and
their Respective Metric Scores
Machine Translation systems are usually evaluated and compared using automated eval-
uation metrics such as BLEU and METEOR to score the generated translations against
human translations. However, the interaction with the output from the metrics is relatively
limited and results are commonly a single score along with a few additional statistics.
Whilst this may be enough for system comparison it does not provide much useful feed-
back or a means for inspecting translations and their respective scores. Vis-Eval Metric
Viewer (VEMV) is a tool designed to provide visualisation of multiple evaluation scores
so they can be easily interpreted by a user. VEMV takes in the source, reference, and hy-
pothesis files as parameters, and scores the hypotheses using several popular evaluation
metrics simultaneously. Scores are produced at both the sentence and dataset level and
results are written locally to a series of HTML files that can be viewed on a web browser.
The individual scored sentences can easily be inspected using powerful search and selec-
tion functions and results can be visualised with graphical representations of the scores
and distributions.
7.2.1 Introduction
Automatic evaluation of MT hypotheses is key for system development and comparison.
Even though human assessment ultimately provides more reliable and insightful informa-
tion, automatic evaluation is faster, cheaper, and often considered more consistent.
Many metrics have been proposed for MT that compare system translations against
human references, with the most popular being BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), METEOR
(Denkowski and Lavie, 2014), TER (Snover et al., 2006), and, more recently, BEER
(Stanojevic and Sima’an, 2014). These and other automatic metrics are often criticised
for providing scores that can be non-intuitive and uninformative, especially at the sen-
tence level (Zhang et al., 2004; Song et al., 2013; Bogdan, 2014). Additionally, scores
across different metrics can be inconsistent with each other. This inconsistency can be
an indicator of linguistic properties of the translations which should be further analysed.
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However, multiple metrics are not always used and any discrepancies among them tend
to be ignored.
Vis-Eval Metric Viewer (VEMV) was developed as a tool bearing in mind the afore-
mentioned issues. It enables rapid evaluation of MT output, currently employing up to
eight popular metrics. Results can be easily inspected (using a typical web browser) espe-
cially at the segment level, with each sentence (source, reference, and hypothesis) clearly
presented in interactive score tables, along with informative statistical graphs. No server
or internet connection is required. Only readily available packages or libraries are used
locally.
Ultimately VEMV is an accessible utility that can be run quickly and easily on all the
main platforms.
Before describing the technical specification of the VEMV tool and its features in
Section 7.2.3, we give an overview of existing metric visualisation tools in Section 7.2.2.
7.2.2 Related Tools
Several tools have been developed to visualise the output of MT evaluation metrics that
go beyond displaying just single scores and/or a few statistics.
Despite its criticisms and limitations, BLEU is still regarded as the de facto evaluation
metric used for rating and comparing MT systems. It was one of the earliest metrics to
assert a high enough correlation with human judgments.
Interactive BLEU (iBleu) (Madnani, 2011) is a visual and interactive scoring envi-
ronment that uses BLEU. Users select the source, reference, and hypothesis files using a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and these are scored. The dataset BLEU score is shown
alongside a bar chart of sentence scores. Users can select one of the sentences by clicking
on the individual bars in the chart. When a sentence is selected its source and hypothesis
translation is also shown, along with the standard BLEU statistics (e.g. score and n-gram
information for the segment). Whilst iBLEU does provide some interactivity, using the
graph itself to choose the sentences is not very intuitive. In addition the tool provides
results for only one metric.
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METEOR is another popular metric used to compute sentence and dataset-level scores
based on reference and hypothesis files. One of its main components is to word-align
the words in the reference and hypothesis. The Meteor-X-Ray tool (Denkowski, 2014)
(Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) generates graphical output with visualisation of word align-
ments and scores. The alignments and score distributions are used to generate simple
graphs (output to PDF). Whilst the graphs do provide extra information there is little in
the way of interactivity.
MT-ComparEval (Klejch et al., 2015) is a different evaluation visualisation tool, avail-
able to be used online40 or downloaded locally. Its primary function is to enable users,
via a GUI, to compare two (or more) MT system outputs, using BLEU as the evaluation
metric. It shows results at both the sentence and dataset level highlighting confirmed, im-
proving, and worsening n-grams for each MT system with respect to the other. Sentence-
level metrics (also n-gram) include precision, recall, and F-Measure information as well
as score differences between MT systems for a given sentence. Users can upload their
own datasets to view sentence-level and dataset scores, albeit with a very limited choice
of metrics. The GUI provides some interaction with the evaluation results and users can
make a number of preference selections via check boxes.
The Asiya Toolkit (Gime´nez and Ma`rquez, 2010) is a visualisation tool that can be
used online or as a stand-alone tool. It offers a comprehensive suite of metrics, including
many linguistically motivated ones. Unless the goal is to run a large number of metrics,
the download version is not very practical. It relies on many external tools such as syntac-
tic and semantic parsers. The online tool41 aims to offer a more practical solution, where
users can upload their translations. The tool offers a module for sentence-level inspection
through interactive tables. Some basic dataset-level graphs are also displayed and can be
used to compare system scores.
In comparison to the other software described here, VEMV is a light yet powerful
utility, which offers a wide range of metrics and can be easily extended to add other
metrics. It has a very specific purpose in that it is designed for rapid and simple use
40http://wmt.ufal.cz/
41At the time of writing the online version did not work.
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locally, without the need for servers, access to the internet, uploads, or large installs.
Users can quickly get evaluation scores from a number of mainstream metrics and view
them immediately in easily navigable interactive score tables. We contend that currently
there is no other similar tool that is lightweight and offers this functionality and simplicity.
7.2.3 Vis-Eval Metric Viewer Software & Features
This section provides an overview of the VEMV software and outlines the required input
parameters, technical specifications, and highlights a number of the useful features.
The Software VEMV is essentially a multi-metric evaluation tool that uses three to-
kenised text files (source, reference, and hypothesis) as input parameters and scores the
hypothesis translation (MT system output) using up to eight popular metrics: BLEU, MT-
Eval42 (MT NIST & MT BLEU), METEOR, BEER, TER, Word Error Rate (WER), and
Edit Distance (E-Dist).43 All results are displayed via easily navigable web pages that
include details of all sentences and scores (shown in interactive score tables - Figure 15).
A number of graphs showing various score distributions are also created.
The key aims of VEMV are to make the evaluation of MT system translations easy to
undertake and to provide a wide range of feedback that helps the user to inspect how well
their system performed, both at the sentence and dataset level.
Figure 15: A screenshot of an interactive score table showing two example sentences and
their respective scores.
42https://www.nist.gov/
43A WER like metric that calculates the Levenshtein (edit) distance between two strings, but at the
character level.
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7.2.4 Input and Technical Specification
VEMV is written in Python 3 (also compatible with Python 2.7). To run the tool, the
following software needs to be installed:
• Python >= 2.7 (required)
• NLTK44 >= 3.2.4 (required)
• Numpy (required)
• Matplotlib / Seaborn (optional - for graphs)
• Perl (optional - for MT BLEU, MT NIST)
• Java (optional - for METEOR, BEER, TER)
With the minimum required items installed the software will generate scores for stan-
dard BLEU, WER, and E-Dist. The optional items enable a user to run a wider range of
metrics and produce nearly 200 graphs during evaluation.
The input commands to run the software can be typed directly into the command line
on any platform, or passed as arguments in an interactive development environment (IDE)
such as Spyder.45
Once the software has been run (see Section 7.2.7), a folder containing all of the gener-
ated HTML, text, and image files is produced. A user will typically explore the output by
opening the ‘main.html’ file in a browser (Chrome, Firefox, and Opera have been tested)
and navigating it like with any (offline) website. The text files contain the output for the
various metric scores and can be inspected in detail. The graphs are output as image files
(PNGs), which are primarily viewed in the HTML pages, but can also be used separately
for reports (e.g. Figure 17 in Section 7.2.6)
44http://www.nltk.org
45https://github.com/spyder-ide/spyder/releases
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7.2.5 Main Features
Here we outline some key features of the Vis-Eval Metric Viewer tool:
Scoring with Multiple Evaluation Metrics
Currently VEMV uses eight evaluation metrics to score individual sentences and the
whole document. All results are shown side by side for comparison purposes and can
be inspected at a granular level (Figure 15).
A glance at the two sentences in Figure 15 already provides numerous points for
analysis. For example, the MT in sentence 2 is a long way from the reference and receives
low metric scores. However, whilst not identical to the reference, the MT is correct and
could be interchanged with the reference without losing meaning. For sentence 1 the MT
is only a single word away from the reference and receives good scores, (much higher
than sentence 2) although the meaning is incorrect. The interactive display enables the
user to easily examine such phenomena in a given dataset.
Clear and Easily Navigable Output
The main output is shown as a series of web pages and can be viewed in modern browsers.
The browsers themselves also have a number of powerful built-in functions, such as page
search, which are applicable to any of the output pages, adding an extra layer of function-
ality.
The output consists of easily navigable interactive score tables and graphs, logically
organised across web pages. The tool includes its own search facility (for target and
source sentences) and the option to show or hide metric scores to aid clarity, especially
useful for comparing only a selection of metrics. All of the segment level metric scores
can be sorted according to the metric of interest.
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Results Saved Locally
Once scored, the generated text files, images, and HTML pages are saved locally in a
number of organised folders. The majority of the text files are made up from the standard
raw output of the metrics themselves. The image files are statistical graphs produced from
the metric scores. Both the text and image files can be inspected directly on a metric by
metric basis and used for reference. The VEMV tool brings together the text and images
in the HTML files to form the main viewable output.
Runtime User Options
The minimal default settings will quickly produce scores for standard BLEU, WER and
E-Dist. Numerous parameters can be set on the command line enabling the user to choose
any or all of the additional metrics and whether or not to generate graphs.
A number of the metrics (especially BLEU and METEOR) have a plethora of param-
eters, which can be selected. To avoid the need for complex command line inputs the
metric level parameters can be placed in an easily editable text-based configuration file,
which in turn is passed to the command line.
In addition, the user can choose which metric will be the dominant one for sorting
and display purposes (the default is BLEU) and there is an option for selecting how many
score bins or pages to use to show the sentences. The default is 100 pages (one for every
percentage point), but some users may prefer fewer pages (e.g. 10 or 20) in order to
simplify the main interface and general navigation.
An accessibility flag has also been added. It removes some of the colour formatting
from the displays making it easier for users with visual impairments (e.g colour blind-
ness).
7.2.6 Viewing the Actual Output
Figure 16 shows the main page of the software. In this case all eight metrics were used as
shown by the mini graph icons. Each of these mini graph icons acts as a link. Ten score
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Figure 16: A screenshot of the VisEval Metric Viewer main page.
bins (circular icons) were selected as a parameter.
Users can click on any of the links/icons to navigate to the various pages. Clicking
on the circular icons opens the sentence level score pages (Figure 15) showing individual
sentences with a given score. Clicking on the mini graph icons takes the user to the graph
display web pages for the respective metrics or the general document-wide statistics. Fig-
ure 17, for example, is a metric graph showing the distribution of standard BLEU scores
for the dataset. In this case the chart in Figure 17 would be accessed by clicking on the
very left hand mini graph icon on the main page shown in Figure 16.
7.2.7 Downloading and Running the Tool
Vis-Eval Metric Viewer can currently be downloaded from the following location on
GitHub: https://github.com/David-Steele/VisEval_Metric_Viewer.
The associated README file provides instructions on how to get started with using
the tool, and what to do if you run into any problems.
In terms of hardware requirements, a computer with at least 2GB of RAM and 300MB
of available storage is needed to run the software.
A short video demonstration of these and other features of the Vis-Eval Metric Viewer
software can be found online at: https://youtu.be/nUmdlXGYeMs.
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Figure 17: A graph showing the distribution of standard BLEU scores.
7.2.8 Conclusion
The Vis-Eval Metric Viewer tool was designed with three main aims:
• To provide a useful tool that is easy to install (using readily available packages), and
simple to use and run on a local machine without the need for a server or internet
connection.
• To offer a single place for scoring translations using multiple popular metrics.
• To provide in depth visual feedback making it easy to examine segment level metric
scores.
The tool offers a light weight solution that makes it easy to compare multiple-metric
scores in a clear manner. Feedback can be interactively explored and searched rapidly
with ease, whilst numerous graphs provide additional information. The tool can be run
locally on any platform. All results are saved in self-contained folders for easy access.
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This tool is ideal for use with any MT paradigm as it operates on the output files. In
this research it has been used successfully for showing both SMT and NMT output. We
believe it therefore has longevity as it can be used in the increasingly adopted world of
NMT.
Section 8.3 highlights some of the additions we should like to make to the software,
to provide even more useful functionality.
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Chapter 8
8 Conclusions
In this final chapter we summarise the work that we have covered throughout the thesis
and evaluate to what extent we have achieved our aims as set out in Chapter 1. Finally,
we present some possible directions for future work.
8.1 Summary
For many years SMT was the leading MT paradigm, but, at the time of writing, it was
being replaced by NMT, which has now been widely adopted. However, SMT is still
commonly used and there have been vast developments in SMT models in recent years.
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 in Chapter 2 presented the chain of events that led to SMT being
so strong for so long. This is our justification for choosing to focus in depth on and around
this topic for our research.
To put this thesis into context there has been increasing effort and resources going
towards addressing discourse in MT, in particular cohesion, our primary area of interest.
Sections 4, 4.2, and 4.3 in Chapter 4 showed the nature and type of effort applied, and
presented some of the advances that have made SMT so strong. Chapter 2 also presented a
brief history of NLP culminating in reasons for Chinese being such an important language
for translation, and hence being the subject of many targeted projects. We also note
that Chinese and English are considered to be a very difficult language pair, making an
interesting choice for our research.
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With regard to cohesion in SMT our contribution has been focussed on discourse
connectives, discourse markers, and discourse relations on a sentential level.
Our initial goal was to establish the important information, cues, and links that dis-
course connectives and, to some extent, other devices hold or signify within text. In
Chapter 3 we presented an overview of the function of cohesion and cohesive devices
within language and discourse, and highlighted specific elements that are very different
when considering Chinese and English (our language pair of choice). These differences
in usage of cohesive devices enabled us to find numerous challenging sentences (as per
Chapters 1 and 5) that strong SMT models (and even NMT models) struggle to translate.
However, it was important to delve much deeper. Therefore, the importance of cohesion,
established in Chapter 3 guided us into a focussed analysis of specific discourse elements
in Chinese.
In Chapter 5 we used important and well established bilingual corpora to produce a
robust corpus analysis highlighting the usage and spread of select discourse devices. The
outcome of this analysis gave insight into the divergence in the usage of discourse markers
between Chinese and English, and enabled us to appreciate the problems they could cause
for SMT systems (e.g. omission and long range connections). We also discussed how
explicitly marking connectives within Chinese sentences helped to improve translations
of the given examples.
In Chapter 6 we built on this idea and, through a more in depth corpus analysis, started
to explore concrete methods of (heuristically) inserting special placeholder tokens (e.g.
<TOK>) into the source language of the given bilingual corpora. The ‘adjusted’ corpora
could then be used in the formal word alignment process in order to improve the alignment
rules, which in turn led to much smoother final translations in a number of cases.
However, the real power of this approach could only be realised if this became an
automated process and could be used without the target language being available. Hence,
we built a prediction model (Section 6.2) trained on gold standard word aligned corpora
that could predict where placeholder tokens for select connectives could be placed in our
test text. As above, the word alignment process would then leverage this extra information
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in order to improve the alignment rules. The results of using this methodology showed
strong improvements over the baseline, ultimately leading to better translations.
A significant part of our research involved being able to visualise the results of our
methods. With so much focus being placed on improving word alignments it was imper-
ative that we could quickly manually inspect hundreds of word alignments both before
and after our changes to observe the improvements (or damage). In Chapter 7, Section
7.1 we presented WA-Continuum, our word alignment visualisation tool, and detailed the
reasons that it was so important and useful for our research.
Following on from this we also had to have a way of exploring, in detail, our trans-
lation system outputs so we could quickly visually compare actual final translations both
from before and after applying our methods. In addition, we wanted to explore various
metric scores so we could observe the changes and explore the overall effects across the
translation text. In Chapter 7, Section 7.2 we presented our Vis-Eval software that was
created for this very purposes and demonstrated its effectiveness. Using this tool we could
quickly explore any sentence from possibly thousands and look at its scores given by a
number of competing metrics. We could then use the tool to explore various language phe-
nomena and the effect of our changes, enabling us to reach conclusions as to how effective
our methodology actually was. As an added beneficial side effect we actually stumbled
upon other interesting language phenomena and observed patterns of weaknesses across
the evaluation metrics.
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8.2 Evaluation of Aims
In Chapter 1, Section 1.3 we presented two main research questions (listed again here for
reference):
1. What are the limitations of current strong SMT approaches (e.g. hierarchical tree-
based) in terms of handling cohesive devices?
2. How can we better model cohesive devices within sentences?
Across the course of this thesis we believe we presented a comprehensive analysis
of the limitations SMT systems have when dealing with cohesion, and in particular, co-
hesive devices. We presented an in depth review of related work (Chapter 4) looking at
challenges that cohesive devices present to SMT, and then we focussed on our language
pair of choice, using well established corpora to investigate potential problems and test
SMT models in order to explore observed weaknesses. In Chapters 5 and 6 we built upon
these findings and explored the limitation at a granular level, using heuristics to make
changes in order to further explore weaknesses.
With regard to better modelling of cohesive devices we extended this work to produce
a prediction model that could deal with problematic cases and be used as part of an overall
SMT pipeline to improve final translations. In addition, we were also able to evidence
our improvements through voluminous examples and robust results from our myriad of
experiments.
Therefore, we respectfully submit that we achieved our aims from initial preliminary
general analysis through to a more specific in depth survey resulting in a final piece that
better modelled cohesive devices in SMT.
However, our main disappointment with our approach is in the timing and how our
investigation into SMT came at a point when there was the start of a strong move toward
using NMT.
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8.3 Future Work
Here, we outline a number of avenues for future work to develop our findings in this
thesis.
For SMT We presented a prediction model built using a gold standard corpus and fo-
cussing on a small number of discourse markers. Two obvious ways to progress this work
are:
1. To include a wider range of corpora, from the vast number available, to be inves-
tigated and processed in order to leverage even more discourse information and
enhance the model.
2. To extend the number of discourse connectives used in the model in order to capture
a much greater variety of discourse relations and further enhance translations.
For NMT One of the primary ways we should like to progress our work is by applying
our methodology to NMT. We may need to alter some of the steps and move away from
word alignments, but the main idea would largely be the same. That is, use processes
that capture discourse relations and somehow incorporate the connections into the neural
network architecture.
Whilst Example 7 showed that the problems of discourse relations in MT are partially
solved, Examples 8 and 9 demonstrated cases where NMT still struggles with discourse
relations and connectives on some level. Clearly there is scope to explore this further and
examine new ways to leverage cohesive information into the process.
Visualisation Software In this thesis we presented two substantial pieces of software
that we developed from scratch. Whilst there is always room for development of both
items we certainly see a strong future for our Vis-Eval tool as it can be (and has been)
applied to the evaluation of results for any MT system. It works on the format of the
translation output regardless of the architecture that generated it and so is equally effective
for both SMT and NMT alike.
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Important changes we should like to make are:
1. To incorporate a variety of extra evaluation metrics (over and above the eight we
already have).
2. To add interactivity to the graphs (e.g. zoom functions) to make them dynamic.
3. To use the saved final outputs of the software in a combined way so we can actually
compare results and evaluations from two (or more) MT systems.
One final point of note is that whilst using the Vis-Eval tool to examine our results
we also identified numerous weaknesses and differences between how individual metrics
scored the various sentences. It would be interesting to explore this further and possibly
create a new metric based on any findings. Or in the very least, develop ways to strengthen
existing metrics.
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9 Appendix A - Publications
• Steele, D. and Specia, L. (2014), Divergences in the Usage of Discourse Markers in
English and Mandarin Chinese. In Text, Speech and Dialogue (17th International
Conference TSD), pages 189–200, Brno, Czech Republic. TSD
• Steele, D. and Specia, L. (2015), WA-Continuum: Visualisng Word Alignments
across Multiple Parallel Sentences Simultaneously. In ACL-IJCNLP, Beijing, China.
Association for Computational Linguistics
• Steele, D (2015), Improving the Translation of Discourse Markers for Chinese into
English, In Conference of the North American Chapter of the Association for Com-
putational Linguistics: Student Research Workshop, pages 110 – 117, Denver, Col-
orado, Association for Computational Linguistics,
• Steele, D. and Specia, L. (2016), Predicting and Using Implicit Discourse Elements
in Chinese-English Translation, In Proceedings of the 19th Annual Conference of
the European Association for Machine Translation, pages 305–317, EAMT
• Steele, D and Specia, L. (2018), Vis-Eval Metric Viewer: A Visualisation Tool for
Inspecting and Evaluating Metric Scores of Machine Translation Output. In Con-
ference of the North American Chapter of the Association for Computational Lin-
guistics: Human Language Technologies (System Demonstrations), New Orleans,
LA. NA-ACL
• Steele, D., Sim Smith, K., and Specia, L. (2015), Sheffield Systems for the Finnish-
English WMT Translation Task. In Tenth Workshop on Statistical Machine Transla-
tion, pages 172–176, Lisbon, Portugal. Association for Computational Linguistics
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